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Special In This Issue: THE STATE OF THE ·scHOOL 
IEvenin'g Clubs in FinancialCrisis; 
ESSC Acts to Preserve Activities 
Coun�il to Allocate $-7,000 in Fees; 
Clubs Take Crits. Up to 60'fo and More 
Evening Session Student Council, suffering from its worst case of budget woes in many 
years, began last Wednes1ay night to allocate its semester a)lotment of $7000 to Evening ac� 
. ti;vities. Coi,mcil, facing -a paucity of memb�rs d.ue t0 resignations and graduations, was forced 
to act _as a Fees-Committee-of-the-whole, instead of following: the usual route of a separate 
Fees Committee. . 
1'.l'�official figures ,from the Bur.sar's offi9e on fee� �aid in by Evening students at Spri�g 
-,registration indicated that •. $11,000 · · · · 
>'iWould b; made -��;il�ble f�r Even" 
ing acti:vities. Bowever, last se- announced that all clubs were to :�atsl 
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;og e';::i�! ;;2/;s$4,000 to cover activities for last 
that of_ the. ·Accounting ,Society, -and variou·s members of Coun­
··'1'al1, ·��'i'� \ot'�h
milst�\ 
rep�
drr:�;:, which r.equested an allocation of ci! challenged the right of JYM � :::; e:�n:ot � :r:r:;e�!1against· . __ $H,o?: Leon _Mc:C17mmon, . Vice- to spend mo_nies that eouncil had 
,. �eirt.-·'seinesteha sort of ,,deficit President of Fin�ncial. Aff:;iu·s for . not already· (or yet) allocated. 
spending in any case frowned upon Council, announced that Council Aaron Yenowitz, President of 
, by College authorities. had allocated $493 for the_ semest- ·,JYM, st_a.ted that he thought that 
ESSC President Lo�ine Far- er. Sigma Alpha, the next club JYM, no longer being a new club
, 
i·ell chaired· the ·Fees, meeting and considered, . suffered the biggest would be getting more money this 
cut of its' meticulously-prepared semester than last-last semester's 
!Center Bo,ard Votes,
1
No .. ·Funds'
For Commencement, I.D. Room
budget in recent memory, getting allocation being $380-and that he 
a grant of $804.80 out of a total felt the press of time in setting up 
request of $1211.25. the party f9r the Purim holiday. 
The Hi.spano Club, a new society, McCrimmon said that the very 
asked for $890 and received $380. fact of a budget crisis did not al-
The Reporter, in somewhat of a low a club to assume that it would 
financial· bind, hai previously filed be getting more this semester than 
a standard budget reque!,t of last. Kort Walsh, Vice-President 
$6000 for the Spring semester; last of External Affairs, said that·. 
semester, the paper spent $6300- Yeno\vitz "had taken one hell of a 
plus. It was the original intent of chance." Yenowitz replied that he 
Council to fund Reporter for a pro- �hou�ht the expenditure refonable 
posed 24-page issue alone, and m view of the fact that over 200 
then take a look at the status lof people had attended the Purim af­
the paper-in point of fact, no club fair. 
The Student Center Board of· Governors refused at last month's meeting to approve a 1
request by the CoHege Commencement Committee to help fund the College's annual com­
mencement exercises in the amount of 25ef. per student out of Center funds. The Board also 
l'efused to continue funding the College I.D. Room, viewing the taking of I.D. pictui"es as a 
, function of the College itself rather than the Board. 
In both cases, an emergency situation born of the lack of funds in thi1, semester (a sit­
uation that occurs every spring) ---------,--_,..s.·----'---------�---
' �as cited to this paper as one of • ·vg_ting that bids be taken on 
'he justifications for the denials. renovating the old skylight in ·the 
It was also mentioned privately to Oak Lounge of the Student Cen­
�s that it was n�w the philosophy ter. The skylight, an intricate 
9f a majority of the members of mosai�, has not been cleaned since 
the Board that the Student Cen- Jong befove the College took over 
ter should no longer have to pay the old Court building for use as 
for what are, in reality, College- the Student Cent�r in the 1960s, 
proper projects, " .. .  even if we and as a result no light is let 
:..vere swimming in money." through. 
The estimated saving to the • Voting that an incjuiry be made, 
Center on the Cortimerlcement is- into -the feasibility of installing a 
s�e a'lone should run approxi- closed-.circuit TV system to cover 
imately $3750.00. The 1.D. Room the rear door of the Center on the 
�osts �n estimated $30'00 per year; first floor and the bridge to the 
it is supposed that the I. D. Room Main Building on the fourth. The 
will now come under the province monitoring- station would be at the 
of the Security Department. first floor Information Desk. 
Other recent actions by the • Voting the formation of a Stu-
Board· include: dent Activities Planning Board to 
• Granting WBM.B Radio Presi­
dent Nigel Redman permission to 
1 install monitoring equipment in 
the basement of 360 Park Avenue 
South and in the open lounge of 
the 17th flooi: there. 
oversee the formation· of a series 
of events in the Student Center 
for the Spring semester. The Com­
mittee is composed of one student 
from each of the three divisions, 
one additional student, and an SPS 
activiti'es sfa.ffer. 
• Voting to establisl) a commit­
tee to investigate summer renova­
tions to the second floor of the 
Center-the area occupied, by the 
Oak, Marble and North Lounges. 
• Agreeme·nt that the facilities 
of the duplicating room on the first 
floor would })e made fully avail­
able to Evening and Graduate stu­
dents. 
e'Without setting a precedent, 
$400 was allocated to a college 
union tournament in February; 
the moI)ey was tiiken from a line 
in the -budget that allows for intra­
CUNY. athletic· competition. A 
small controversy arose when it 
was brought up that such athletic 
expenditure /should rightfully be 
taken out of College funds rather 
than student funds ; however, 'a 
press in time was apparent and the 
disbursement was made with the 
view that the act should not be 
ta,!{.en as a ))rec1?d�nt-setter. 
at the Wednesday meeting was Council voted to table the JYM 
given a Reporter advertising budg- budget and consider it at a meet­
et due to the then-uncertainty. of ing to be held tonight. Yenowitz 
the fate of the paper for this objected that money for the Purim 
semester. party had been laid out-of-pocket 
However, it was calculated that by him and other members and 
the $2300, plus as-yet uncollected that they all were expecting 
payments for ads and anticipated prompt reimb,ursement. President 
ad income would allow Reporter to Farrell then said that the budget 
kick off. its hundredth volume with would be at least considered at the 
a sixteen-page issue plus allowing next meeting, 
for the publication of approximate- This ended the budgetary con­
ly 7 more 4-page issues for the siderations for the night. As a last 
rest of the semester-in other note, Gloria Bolden, Vice-Presi­
words, a normal schedule for the dent of Social and Club Activities, 
balance of the semester. The $2300 announced that Evening clubs 
was granted by Council after would from now on be expected to 
lengthy discussion 'by Ed Taveras provide out of their memberships 
of ESSC and the Publications' As- p .ersonnel for various College com­
sociation and Prof: Calafiura, fac- mittees that chronically go unfill­
ulty advisor to the Hispano Club, ed. Bolden said that "I think it's 
on both the record of service of about time we got some service 
Reporter and. the importance of out of these so-called service or­
an Evening paper. ganizations, and if a club does not 
The Jewish Youth Movement wish to provide 'bodies' for these 
(formerly the Jewish Defense committees, your budgets will most 
League/Even'ing) then came in certai�ly be affected in Fees Com-
with a request for funds, stating mittee." 
Page Two . THE REPORTER 
Two Views of The Exorc.ist 
By !;:ouis Cepeda 
It is difficult to analyze The Exorcist the first time around, simply because one gets so 
emotionally involved that objectivity goes out the window. So I went a second time and found 
myself enjoying the film even more from a technical point of view. Make no mistake about it, 
aside fr.om all the special effects director William Friedkin uses to bring his audience to a 
frenzy, The Exorcist is a well-planned, well-executed piece of cinema, probably the best of 
it::; kind ever made. To his credit, Friedkin has accomplished the difficult task of remaining 
faithful to the book while never 
forgetting that his art is cinerna, 
not literature. 
Like the book, t_he film opens in 
Iraq. In this sequence, Friedkin is 
almost totally filmic. With min­
imal dialogue, Friedkin's sweeping 
camera introduces us to the ex­
orcist (Max Von Sydow). and the 
beautifully mystic country he has 
come to in search of the Past. Von 
Sy<low's portrayal of the aging 
Jesuit priest is fine. Without 
words to guide us, Von Sydow 
makes us aware of his inner tor­
ment· as he tries to preserve a 
failing heart in his anticipation of 
a confrontation with the Devil. 
This inner conflict is brought to 
a head in one stunning shot, of 
Ven Sydow standing o� a windy 
hill facing a statue of the Devil. 
The shot is a masterpiece ofl sym­
bolic ,imagery. It i; F1iedkin's wry 
of warning us of what's to .come. 
Back in Geoigetown, where the 
possession and exorcism take place, 
Friedkin builds his drama slowly, 
quietly, almost like the silence that 
sometimes precedes a terlible 
storm. It is here that the film suf­
fers somewhat, and the blame must 
fall on William Peter Blatty's 
script. Blatty's adaptation of his 
own novel is a bit too sketchy in 
character · development. Regan 
(Linda Blair,),·the possessed little 
girl in the film, is hardly intro­
duced before she turns into a 
demon. The mother ( Ellen Bur­
styn), is a far more interesting 
and· complex human being in the 
book. But where Blatty -fails most 
is in his characterization_ of the 
director, played by the late Jack 
MacGowran, MacGowran comes off 
like an absurd, drunken ass. It is 
hard to imagine that a film studio, 
any stucjio, would entrust hundreds 
of thousands of dollars to a char­
acter like this. 
This is not to say that the act­
ing is inadequate. There are some 
fine, sensitive performances in 
The Ex·orcist. I especially liked 
Jason Miller's po1trayal of the 
tormented, guilt-ridden Father 
Karras, and Ellen Burstyn as the 
suffering mother of the possessed 
child. Lee J. Cobb as the detective 
and Linda Blair are also very good. 
The Exorcist is every bit the 
classic horror film everyone in 
town is raving about. Some of the 
scenes in this film are so power­
ful an<l disturbing that they defy 
explanation. The scene in which • 
. Regan masturbates madly with a 
crncifix is the most incredible as­
sault on the mind I have ever ex­
perienced. It left me both stunned 
an<l horrified. 
As I've stated before, The Ex­
orcist is the best film of this na­
tm·e I have ever seen. Still, it is 
a film that I would not recommend 
to · everyone, especially to those 
who scare easily or have sensitive 
stoma,chs. And for crying out loud, 
don't t.ake your kids to see it like 
I saw some people doing. As a 
parent, I think one of tli.e cruelest 
things I could do to my children 
is to expose them to this film. The 
Exorcist is very strong stuff, and 
I personally know grownups who 
have not been able to handle it. 
By Brad Ferguson 
All students interested in 
joining a club for the elec­
tion of Howard Samuels as 
Governor should attend a 
m e e t i n g  s c h e d u l e d  for  
Thursday, March 14, 1974,' 
in the Conference Room, 
Room 415, Student Center, 
5:15 PJvj. For any informa­
tion CALL Jerome Burke 
at 725-3057, Tuesday and 
Thursday from 5:00 P.M.-
8:00 P.M. Staff and Faculty 
welcome. 
A great deal has been said about the ;'religious" aspects 
of The Exorcist - does it in :(act make any �ense or serve as 
the basis for a viewpoint .other than that of a fourteenth-cen­
tury simpleton's? 
The movie itself is overpowering
° 
in its. true, gut horror 
- this is being written two hours after having been seen -
Graduation 
To all Seniors graduating in 
.June 1974 or graduating Sep­
tember 1, 1974, you must file 
an application for Graduation 
NOW in the Registrar's Office 
in order to be checked for 
Graduation. Students should file 
only if they are certain they are 
rea<ly for Graduation. 
Arnold Strober, 
College Assistant 
and scares the beJeezus out of any­
one (unless he is incredibly callous, 
strong-stomached or just plain 
jaded from thirteen repetitions of 
The Night of the Living Dead and 
ten years' worth of Vietnam news­
casts and burning monks). 
The Exorcist strikes at the heart 
of our childhood fears - whatever 
your present beliefs, you undoubt­
edly were brought up with notions 
of hell and devils· and demons and 
black magic. (It might be said that° 
true horror is borne of theology 
rather than mad scientists and 
Frankensteinian put-'em-together 
sets. You watch The Bride of 
Frankenstein and, possibly, admire 
the depth of the script in human­
izing the Monster - but does it 
scare you ? Make you sick? Do you 
think for ten seconds on the theol­
ogica:l aspects of creating a sur-
rogate man? Of coµrse not - they 
do not in 1974 and they did not in 
S·teno-· Shorthand . 
1934, when the movie was released.) 
Wnether or not The Exorcist is a 
ALL TRANSFER STUDENTS truism in its depiction of posses-
majoring in the teaching of sion is not dreadfully important 
Stenography an<l Typewriting unless regarded as a possible im-
or in Office Management and petus to the na.tional mood. (We 
Secretarial Studies who have still burn our witches - Julius and 
completed the ENTIRE sequence Ethel Rosenberg, Lee Harvey Os-
in Shorthand and Typewriting w2ld, Caryl Chessman and so on.) 
at a community college should I expect that soon Walter Cronkite 
present themselves for EVAL- will intone that an eccentric old 
UATION EXAMINATIONS to !adv somewhere in the Ozarks was 
be held in Room 1501, 23rd mu�·dered at the stake by zealous 
Street Building, on Thursday, parishioners who thought to erase 
March 14 (Shoithand), 12 noon, a <lrought or something by the old 
and Thursday, March 21 (Type- lady's "cleansing". It can happen. 
writing), 12 noon. The Exorcist terrifies because 
Please ask for paiticulars at The Exorcist is believed. People go 
Administrative Assistant's desk, to see it in expectations of being 
Department of Education, 315 mindblown - rather like a 1ide on 
Park Avenue South, 10th Floor, a roller-coaster, that - and they 
on or before March 16, 1974. come out of it hiding their fears 
. ____________ . _
by_ p',lt_tjn_g_ �hl:i: _jackets on back-
wards and- doing bad impressions 
of Mercedes Mccambridge, walk­
ing backwards. (Nice effect and it 
was appreciated by the people I 
went with.) 
There is a scene in which Regan, 
the possessed (so lo speak), is 
given an arteriogram (an IVP, or 
the injection of a radioactive dye 
to get a clear X-ray of arteries and 
veins). The doctor performs it and 
it is a messy procedure - bloo<l 
spurts freely from the implanted 
needle for a distance of about 
seven feet or· so with every heart­
beat. A man watching the movie 
a row in front of me fainted dead 
away. S�ored, too. (Everyone was 
of the instant, mindless opinion that 
he was being possessed himself by 
a demon who did not appreciate 
the a1tistic qualities of the film.) 
This was probably the least nause­
ating thing i11 the movie. 
Other people simply gagged a 
little. I held onto a girl and she 
held onto me. (Another surrender, 
this time of both ego and the 
American instinct to stand strong.) 
Every scene of the picture that in-
valved in some way green vomit or 
a 180-degree turn of the head was 
followed by the relief of the audi-
ence expressed in bad jokes and 
a lot of mumbling - probably the 
type of laughter negatively seen 
by the ignorant who say that audi-
ences go to The Exorcist to root 
for the demon. 
The Exorcist, as an exercise in 
humanity, is highly recommended; 
it behooves you to see it - and 
watch the audience, too, while 
you're there . 
Wednesday, M.arch 13, 1974 
'Catt/, A Rising Star'­
New Talent Sb·owtase 
There are very few show places 
in New York City where an enter­
tainer who is just starting to break 
into show business can try out his 
act. There are very few places 
where an established entertainer 
can experiment with new material 
in front of a live audience. There 
are very few places that never 
offer the same show twice. There 
are very few places whose patrons 
consider it to be not only a:: night 
spot, but a necessity, 
·Rick· Newman's Catch a Rising 
Star, located on First Avenue be­
tween 77th and 78th Streets; spec­
ializes in presenting new enter­
tainers to the _public. Established 
a year ago, the showcase holds 
"audition night!' every Monday 
evening, and allows the acts that 
show promise to appear on the 
other nigh ts. 
On any Monday night, the aud­
ience is treated to a. wide variety 
of acts, ranging from those which 
are pitifully bad to those which 
are quite good. Dozens of singer�; 
comedians, ventriloquists; impres­
sionists and the like try to please 
the onlookers and earn the right 
to perform again. Some have a 
wide range of experience, others 
are on stage for the first time. 
The re·st of the weeknights gives 
those who were accepted at the 
audition the chance to perform 
again. Evenually,· an act can build 
itself up to working on the week­
ends. 
It is this opportunity of being 
able to perform an act--that; Catch 
a Rising Star gives to performers, 
that makes the nightspot unique. 
A_nd it is because of this that the 
showcase is considered to be a 
"necessity." 
David Brenner, who has appeai;ed 
on network television 48 times, 21 
of which were on the Tonight 
Show, is one ot: the established 
comedians, like Dick Shawn and 
Rodney Dangerfield, who regularly 
experiments with new material at 
the club. He feels that the audience 
of Catch a Rising Star is in for a 
real treat. Besides enjoying good 
_entertainment, they will have the 
thrill of watching an ente1tainer 
grow in his profession. A lot of 
people, - he noted; will be able to 
point to a comedian or singer in a 
few years, and will be able · to 
say, "I saw him when he was 
. just starting." Br�nner is sure that 
\vithin a year, a well known per­
former will be crediting ,Catch a 
Rising Star as the place where he 
got his start. 
"Anybody can see a polished act 
anytime they want to," Brenner 
said, "but a real thrill is to see 
someone trying out a new line. I'll 
often try something new and not 
have it work, but I'll tell the aud­
ience to watch me on television 
in two weeks and see me do the 
same material well." It is this 
"polishing of an act" that the 
audience can see at Catch a Rising 
Star that makes· it unique. 
Catch a Rising Star is open 
seven nights a week, dinner being 
served at 8:00 P.M. with the show 
starting at about 10:00 P.M. There 
is· a two drink minimum, and, a 
$1.00 cover charge. On Friday and 
Saturday nights there is a two 
dlink minimum and · a two dollar 
cover charge. Fo.r reservations, 
call 794-1906. 
Sum1mer Session 
Registration 
All currently enrolled Baruch College students (except 
"PERMIT" students) who intend to attend the Summer Ses­
sion Semester 1974 should file an application in the Reg­
istrar's Office, 155 East 24th Street, during the period from 
February 21, 1974 through May 1, 1974. The Registrar's 
Office hours are as follows: 
Monday through Friday - 9:15 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 
Monday through Thursday - 5 :30 P.M. to 8 :30 P.M. 
You mu.st file this application in order to receive regis-
tration material. Students who fail to file by May 1, 1974 
will l)ot be permitted to register until late registration. 
You will receive information regarding Summer Session 
Registration in your registr�tion packet, which you will 
receive in the mail. 
Permit students should consult the Summer Session 
schedule for registration dates. 
M. Lewis Temares, 
Registrar 
Fina,ncial Aid N.ow 
FINANCIAL AID FORMS FOR 1974-1975 ARE NOW AVAILABLE 
WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED 
Student Financial Statements (SFS) are now available for the 
1974-1976 Academic Year. Please come to the Financial Aid Office and 
pick up your application packet. The Financial Aid Office is located 
at 155 E. ·24th Street, Room 205. 
Also be sure to attend one of the Financial Aid Workshops that 
will be held as follows at the 24th St. ,Building: 
Thursday March 14 12 Noon-1 p.m. Room 206 
Friday March 15 12 Noon-1 p.m. Room 114 
Monday March 18 12 Noon-1 p.m. Room 114 
Tuesday March 19 12 Noon-1 p.m. Room 114 
Wednesday March 20 12 Noon-1 p.m. Room 114 
Thursday March 21 12 Noon-1 p.m. Room 206 
If you wish prompt consideration for financial aid, your appliea,tion 
should be completed and returned to the financial aid office no Iater 
than April 1, 1974. 
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The Bullshit Government- "l,Vhen you >re down and 
troubled and you need 
q helping hand. 
Mitch Greenstein 
Recently, Brad Ferguson, editor of this n ewsp'�per, told me aqout 'this special issue of 
Reporte1·. Since the admini1?tration of the college did not hear students speaking out as to the 
problems facing the Baruch College community, "we", whoever "we" are, were going to put to­
gether this edition on some of the problems that have never really been heard, and some that 
have been heard but have never been acted qpon. 
M<y first reactions to writing for this issue centered around the historical view students 
take oJi administrators. It's a game 
of stude_nts knocking _administra­
tors and administrators making 
beli;ve that the school is run' for 
themselves, that students are just 
objects at the college taking up 
space. I wi-s to deal specifically 
with the personality of one, Vice 
President Bernard Mintz, a man 
who is probably hidden more from 
the view of students than anyone 
else in the college community. But 
what would it mean to the Baru_ch 
College student for me to write 
about this man? The man has no 
real, direct effect on the everyday 
existence at and experience of the 
college by you, the Baruchian that 
this should all be about. 
In theory, you are represented in 
.the college by your Student Senate 
in Day Session, Student Council in 
Evening Session and Student As­
sociation in the Graduate Division. · 
But, for the most part, in at least 
Day Session, the supposed repre­
sentation is pure BULLSHIT! -
These student governments are not 
representatives of the students, but 
they represent, in effect, special 
interest politics; the special inter­
est politics that people scream 
out about and look down upon 
within our national syst_ems. Think 
about it for a while: "What has 
your student go'Vernm.ent done for 
you lately?" What has your stua 
dent government done for you in a 
long time? 
Over the past fow years, I h _ave 
been integrally involved in the 
running of the Day Student Gov­
ernment. Last year 'I had the honor 
to serve as Treasurer of the organ­
ization. As one who has seen where 
your student fees have gone, who 
has spent the money, on what, an� 
the process that is used to decide 
the distribution of these monies, I 
have seen that most funds are not 
used for the mass of students. But 
they have been used for small 
groups of students', for the wants 
and desires of maybe 10% of the 
student body at most. When or­
ganizations have speakers come to 
the school for fees of $400 and 
$500 at times, with the small turn­
outs that are everpresent at 
Baruch, or when an organization 
holds a party or dance for t�eir 
small circle of friends that costs 
the student body upwards ·of $800, 
I question the system that lets 
these things happen. I should have · 
asked these same questions a year 
ago when I was in the position 
that could have gotten answers. 
Wl\at has really · been done fot 
you, the Baruch student? How 
many, events have taken place that 
are really for the whole student 
body? At this poin.t there are some 
events that are for all of you, but 
not many. And not all organiza­
tions look to- spend money, your 
m;ney, on only themselves. Some 
organizations do care about the 
majority of the student body, but, 
the same department. Since the 
prirpary purpose for students to be 
at the college is academic by 
nature, we are presented with a 
natural breakdown for representa­
tion that we are not taking ad-
"As one who has - seen . where your stude�t 
·fees ha·ve gone, who has s,pent the money on
,-what . . .  I have seen that most funds: are
not used for the mass of students."
CALL HOTLINE at 533-0660 
or come to ROOM 307 A 
IO a.m. to AT LEAST 4 p.m. 
weekdays 
·. because
you >ve gota friend! 
unfortunately, ·only a few. 
In Day Session, when a student 
pays his Consolidated Fee of $60, 
$8 of that money goes info Student 
Government coffera. That $8 is 
allocated by a Fees Committee and 
approved by the Student Senate. If 
you look down the list of the 
people sitting o_n Fees Committee 
and the Senate this year, or last 
year or even the year before that, 
you will see that for the most part 
these people a1�e the representatiy�s 
of clubs. When people decide on 
the . :fate of 'lmdgets and fisc!!,l 
policy, tne decisions are based very 
heavily on the clubs that yo� are 
members of and what organi��tio_p.s 
are 'your allies of the day. What 
· sense does this political toying 
make? Wliat sense does it make 
when an organiz�tion like' Sigma 
Alpha, with its Used Book Ex­
change and its tutorial work fof. 
all Baruchians,_ gets less Student 
Government assistance that any_ 
number of ethnically oriented- social 
organizations? What is the reason 
behind this? Does Sigma Alpha, 
and other organizations like it, 
"deserve" less? I can't believe it! 
The name of the game is simply 
"special intere�t politics''. That is 
the reason behind the rules and 
regulations set �own for. one organ­
ization not holding tni.e for another 
organization doing the .same thing 
(off-campus concerts that Baruch­
ians pay for out of their pockets 
and thr-0ugh their Consolidated 
Fee?). That is the reason for lack 
of enthq_siasm and participation by 
most Baruchians. 
But my job here is not to just 
knock the system as we have it. 
In order to make things a little 
better, some alternative methods 
must exist for us to turn to. A 
possible solution to part .of the 
problem of Student Senators lack­
ing accountability would be a sys­
tem of election by major as opposed 
· to class.· A change to' the "major 
method" of elections would help to 
produce a union of students under 
v2.ntage of. 
Another possibility is the crea­
tion by the present Student Gov­
ernment of, a MOM, Movement to 
Organize Majors, as it is called at 
oth!:_r schoois. •Basically it is a set 
of comrriittees set up by those peo­
ple in power to work with the stu­
dents under different departme�ts. 
( All conversations kept confidentia� 
A cohesive set of accounting -or -
statistics majors in the school 
would · serve to present a 'united 
voice· fo the faculty of a particular 
departtl_lent to verbalize the needs 
and opinions of those students. This 
system has worked quite well at 
other schools and deserves -at 'least 
��. cliance hei;e. 
As Brad had originally asked, I 
was to present some of the basic 
problems. To state it most succin'ct­
ly, the problem is that there is a 
oase of power in the Student Go,v­
_ern,me�ts that is supposed to rep­
resent Sammy the Sub.w:ay Student, 
_and the g_overnments are not ful­
filling t'hat responsibility. Students 
must take initiativ,e in getting 
their student government to do its 
job. Otherwise, things will remain 
stagnant, if not lose the gains of 
the past and life will be even . 
harder to live at Baruch 'in the 
future. 
't;:ommentary' 
Idea, Reality-and Shadow 
Michael Fishbein 
The Ameri�a of the early 1960's witnessed the convulsive awakenin� of a deeply committed 
college generation. This peculiar phenomenon must be regarded a·s one of the greatest sociol­
ogical contradictions of modern higher education. For the very first time young college stu­
dents learned to temper their idealism with th e pragmatic ,principle of the means justifying 
the ends. While the vision of Peace remained the overriding concern, civil disobedience and 
non-violence became the operative tactics of the newly matured thousands across the nation. 
No longer did college students play 
intelle,ctual games with facile socio- The fascism in -academia started to economic theories. savagery; civil disobedience degen­
erated into active criminal con­
spiracy.' Those students who re­
mained pragmatically idealistic 
heard the perimeters of their move­
m'ent disintegrate in a wave of 
revolutionary bombings. 
The, issues facing the young, 
:,vhich charismatic - political leaders 
played with so skillfully, were all 
too tangible. Tli.e inherent dangers 
in the heretofore accepted direction 
of the Ame1,ican society were much 
too near to reaHzation for these 
students to avoid their obligations. 
Impending ecological disaster� 
waited ominously in the wings. 
Rampant Tacial and sexual dis­
crimination divided the c,ountry 
and corroded its national spirit. 
Corporate irresponsibility tripped 
over the neo-traditionalism of our 
student�lawyers-in-training and the 
phrase "public interest law'' start­
ed to receive equal billing with 
profit-making and commercialism. 
crumble as administrative and 
· bureaucratic politics butted heads 
with - deliberate, skillful student 
lobbying. 
Inevitably and tragically, the 
fringes be·gan to fray. The more 
excitable radicals impatiently 
awaited the promised sociopolitical 
metamo�·phosis of the New Frontier 
in -Camelot. Non-violence became 
Strangely enough, the evolution­
aries-turned-revolutionaries co.uld 
not impede the students' determin­
. (Continued on Page 7) 
"Despite the devastation, and the sickening 
shoc_k, the unfolding panorama of the Move­
ment as well as its rude conclusion had 
been a valuable object lesson." 
Page Four 
Various· Things 
Of Great Import 
, 
. 
SPS Evaluation Committee 
Any student interested in participating as a member 
of the Committee for Student .Evaluation- of instructional 
members of the Department of Student Personnel Services. ' 
please contacJ Dr. Florence ·siege! at 725-4454. 
The purpose of the Committee is to create appropriate 
measuring devices to evaluate the goals, methods and per­
formance of those faculty involved in student services (i.e. 
Financial Aid, Counseling, Student Health, Placement, 
Student Activi.ties and the ·Dean of Students' office). , 
Interested students wilt work in subcommittee with 
those units of Student Personnel Services that are of con­
cern to them. 
Thank you. 
Sigma Alpha Tutorials 
As the term progresses many students will find that they 
need help in their subjects. Many will be quite willing to pay 
for. this help. Other student;;; will find that they are capable 
of tutoring and can use the extra pocket money. Still others 
will help for the satisfaction of knowing they have done � 
good deed. 
S�gma Alpha, Delta q-1apter, the service society of our 
school, is trying through its tutorial committee to bring these . 
THE REP.ORTER 
ATI'ENTION 
GRADUATE STUDENTS: 
The Committee on Grad­
uate Financial Aid is now 
accepting applications for 
graduate assistantships for 
Summer 1974 and Fall 1974. 
Eligibility is contingent on 
full-time status (12 credits 
· for Fall and 6 credits for 
Summer). Only a limited 
. number of awards are avail­
able. Inquire for informa­
tion and applications at the 
Financial Aid Office. 
Don't delay! 
· Reminder To All Non-
Immigrant Students 
All- non�immigrants (stu­
dent visas, exchange visas, 
etc.) are reminded of the 
regulations that tJ:iey must 
inform the Federal Govern­
ment each January of their 
current address. If you · 
have changed your address 
during rn73, _be sure to file 
the change. A card may be 
obtained and filed at your 
nearest post office. 
students together. If you wish to tutor .a student, you can ob- .--------�--�� 
tain an application in Room 411, Office of Student Personnel Italian Credit 
Services, Student Center. You may tutor in any subject in 
which you.have achieved art "A" ("B" is acceptable for Ac- The Dante S@ciety re-
counting and Math). You may tutor at any time, .so long as you minfls students v.:ho are eli-
tutor a minimum of one hour per week. Tutors are urgently gible to continue their Ital-
needed in. Math, Accounting, Statistic�, Finance and· Econ- ian at the Interine;diate 
omics, but we are accepting applications in any other subject. le:vel of the following: 
It ·is the intention of Sigma Alpha to inatch students and · students ·who have <wm-
tutors on the basis of when they are available for tutoring.. pleted 2 or 3 years of Ital-
It is the responsibility of the student who needs tutoring to ian in high school (or Ital-ian 02, formerly 32) may contact his tutor to arrange ;;i. mutually-convenient time �nd ., continue with Italian 0g or place ·of meeting. · · .,,. . -· :· 
' 
The first hour of tutoring is paid for by the school at $4 .Italian o4, as the· case may be. Please contaot Miss per hour. AdditiQnal hours are arranged between, tutor and -Sanguinedo. of the Dante student and are negotiated to a maximum of $5 per hour. Society, Student Center, or For those of you who need tutoring in any subject,. you 
can apply for tutoring now and throughout the s�mester a:t Mr: Calafiura in Room ¼196t. . 
the Lobby Desk; Student Center. · I 
f6r further information:-, 
TELEPlelO N'E 725;303 I 
·BARUCH. COLLEGE STUDENT CENT-ER
137 EAST 22ND STREET 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010 
BOX 9D 
Dear Fellow Graduate: 
The time is fast approaching when you will have to make arrangements for this year's 
commencement exercises. This year, caps and gowns will be rented to you on the following 
days: 
March 20, 1974 and 
March 21, ·1974, from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. ,, 
. The rental fee for the cap and gown is $12.50, regardless of your degree or school (BBA, 
BS; Evening, ·Grad). The $12.50 entitles you to the following items: 
1) The rental of the gown 
2) a cap, which you may keel') after the exercises are over 
3) a tassle, which you may also keep 
4) a hood, representing your degree, which is yours to keep - (Bachelors only). 
As a special gift to the graduates of the Class of '74, anyone who rents a cap and gown 
will receive a 15 oz. clear glass beer stein FR EE of charge. On the front side of the stein 
will be a picture of the Pegasus, and on the reverse side will be an appropriate saying. 
Extra beer steins may be purchased at the same time you rent your cap and gown for 
$2.50. For example: if you want to rent a cap and gown and purchase an additional stein, the 
check should be made out for $15.00. If you just want a stein, thi� should be purchased at the 
same time as the rentals for $2.50. 
If you are going to pay by check or money order, please make it out to the Class of '74; 
bring your money with you to the lobby of the Student Center where your measurements will 
be taken. Measurements will be taken from 9 a. m. - 7 p.m. 
If you cannot show up on the above days, four late dates h;lve been set up: March 26, 
March 28, April 2, and April 4. Measurements on· these days will be taken in room 104-D 
(9 a.m. - 3 p.m.) of the Student Center. 
If you are unable to come to the Student Center on any of the scheduled· days and would 
like to order a cap and gown: ' · 
1) Call 725-3055, Monday-Friday, or 
2) Come to room 411 of the Student Center. 
One of the speakers at commencement is a student who has maintained self-respect and 
respect for others, demonstrated an ability to improve the Baruch College Community, and has 
assisted fellow graduates when the need arose. This student is called the Salutatorian. The 
Salutatorian is selected only on the a.foremen tioned criteria. If you wish to recommend some­
one please fit! out a fact sheet and leave it in room 411 of the Student Center no later than 
Friday, April 19, 1974. 
Wednesday, March 13, 1974 
Evening Session 
Grieva1nce Com:mittee · 
From: Kort A. Walsh, Vice President'of External .Affai.rs, 
Evening Session Student Council, Organizing Qhairman of the 
Grievance Committee: In January 1974, you as a student body 
empowered your Evening Session Student Council to in:vesffi­
gate legitimate grievances. According to the new amendment 
to your constitution, the committee will consist of five mem­
bers: two members of the Student Council, two members 
�f the · Student Body at large and the Vice President of 
Internal Affairs who will be elected by the Student Council.. 
If you are interested in becoming a member, please contact the 
Student Council, Box 9A or leave word in room 311 of the 
Student Center. 
Your grievances may take the ·form of poor registration 
pro::!edures, problems in ii,cademic standing, difficulties in get- · 
ting financial aid, simple information on the right place to go 
for an answer - or any student oriented problem that you feel 
n�eds attention. The Evening Session Student Council's GFiev� 
ance Committee feels its responsibility to help each mem­
ber of the stuqent body to realize his or her full rights under 
Baruch College Governance and. Article XV of the Bylaws 
of the Board of Higher Education. 
In order for the Committee to function effectively, we 
must have student cooperation. Grievances may be pi::esented 
t(; the Committee in writing, c/o of the Evening Session Stu­
dent Council, Baimch College, ml}il box number 9A, 17 Lexing­
ton Avenue, New York, N.Y. ·10010 and should be in a sealed 
envelope with only the Committee's name and address on it. 
All c;orrespondence, however, must include your name in the 
event th3:t we need additional information. Rem:ember, all in­
formation and names submitted will be held in the strictest 
confidence of the Committee. 
. BG Sigma Application
Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor Society, will consider ap­
plications for membership from Upper Juniors, Lower Seniors and Tupper 
Seniors (DAY ·AND EVENING) who meet the eligibility requirements 
set forth herein. The deadline for su)>mitting applications is Fr-iday, 
March 22, 1974. 
Election to Beta Gamma Sigma is nationally recognized as ·the 
highest 'academic honor conferred on students of business in American 
colleges and universities. 
. The eligibility requirements, which include superi;,r scholarship, 
inliegl'ity, ·character and promise of professional development, parallel 
those for election to Fli:i Beta Kappa in l..iberaI Arts Colleges, 
Students who meet the scholarship requirements listed, below should 
complete and return the membership application to Professor Leonard 
Lakin, .secretary of Beta Gamma Sigma. 
· Beta Gamma Sigma will hold its election· meeting in early April 
and elected students will be notified 'by letter shortly thereafter, accord· 
ing to Professor La)dn and Professor Edward Rothman, President of 
Beta Gam_ma Sigma. 
B.B.A. MAJORS CLASS 
1. -Graduates who have completed 
all · of their college credits at 
Baruch College · 
2. Upper seniors- who have com· 
.pleted all of their college cred­
its at Baruch College consist· 
ing of between 111-128 credits 
3. Lower seniors who have com­
pleted all their college credits 
at Baruch .Colltge consistiog of 
between 94-110 credits 
4. Upper juniors who have com-
pleted -all their college credits 
at Baruch College consisting of 
between 78-93 \credits 
5 .. Transfer students (undergrad­
uates and graduates of the last 
graduating class) who have 
completed at least three semes­
ters at Baruch Coll�ge (exclu­
sive of summer ·sessions)·· and 
AT LEAST 36 credits at Baruch 
College · with a G.P.A. of 3.40 
or higher and an overall G.P:.A. 
for all college credits of 3.40 
calculated on letter grades. 
NOTE TO ABOVE TABLE: Credits taken by students which do not have 
a letter grade (A, B, etc.). will not be counted in computing the Grade 
I'oint Average. Thus, a student who has completed 106 credits· which 
include 6 credits of P (for Pass) will have his Grade Point Average 
computed on the bai,is of 100 credits. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA APPLICATION 
STUDENTS SHOULD SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING APPLICATION 
BEFORE MARCH 22, 1974 
I hereby apply for membership in Beta Gamma Sigma. I have 
the following academic record: 
1. Cr:edits compieted at Baruch (with letter grades) ____ _ 
.. ................ G.P.A ______ _ 
2. Credits completed at Baruch without-letter grades 
(pass/fa.ii basis) ___________ _ 
3. Total credits completed at Baruch College _______ _ 
TRANSFER STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO COMPLETE 
THE FOLLOWING: 
1. Credits completed at othel college with letter grades ...... . 
----G,P.A .. ________ ....................... . 
2. .Credits completed at other college without letter grades 
3. Total credits completed at other colleges ________ _ 
(Student's Name):---'-- ------------,,-,­
(Student's Address): 
(Social Security Number): ____________ _ 
.. <;5>n�!�!1:1�a.t!��s- ���- �h�l!'� _)'.��·. __ . . .. ... The Senior Affairs Corn·mittee - -······ - .. �.�-�-�-�-�-�- ---------------------...J
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View 
There Is NO Other Subject. But Self 
A central concern to any evaluation of higher learning 
in the American college is the question of the extent to 
which that college experience causes an impact upon the 
human values and social pe1·spectives 1of the student con­
situency. Essentially, recent questions have revolved about 
the degree to which the college and university - through 
all of its involvements· and social relationships - has been 
a significant force in the development and fostering of 
social awareness; in generating a code of social and moral 
responsibility .. Restated, this underscoring concern has been 
with whether or not" the college and university has played 
a salient leadership -role vis-a-vis social responsibility in 
American life. And, further, whether or not the college and 
university remains an especially useful, appropriate social 
institution in specific relation to the youth sub-culture in 
America. 
"At that. 1•e1·y time when America confronts a 
supreme challenge to moral leadership in the 
world, the root.� of -�uch leadership - in the sense 
of personal re.spon.�ibility felt by its citizenry for 
the welfare ,0/ other.� - seem to be drying up. Our 
society i.� experiencing a lo-�s of moral and social 
commitment. Serious .qigns of its ideological' de­
moralization have appeared . . . .  The evaporation 
of social -1·esp1m.�ibility is partiC?.llarly true among 
college educated youth, those on whom we usually 
count most fo1· idealistic impetus ... " 
(Philip Jacobs, EDUCATION AND SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY) 
A similar observation made by Kenneth Keniston of 
Harvard �"S.ocial Change and Y.outh in America," Winter 
1962 issue of DAEDALUS), states. "Youth is c:lisaffected 
from the mainstream of traditional public life, and dis­
affilated for many of the historical institutions of our 
socjety ... ". Another provocative comment in this regard, 
made by _ Paul Goodman (Tl'[E COMMUNITY CF 
to be an' anomaly that is the very antithesis of the aims 
and goals of higher learning. Why is it, as Kenniston has 
suggested; "youth culture is not merely one of the steps, 
but the last step that youth really enjoy or feel commit­
ment to"? Why is it that American youth - as David 
Reisman suggests in his concept of privatism (THE 
LONELY CROWD) - is retreating into th� private areas 
of life available in leisure time, for pseudo-self-satisf.ac­
tion and for limited expression of self? Ergo, why is it 
that youth - and particularly college educated youth - as 
K�nisfon, Goodman, Reisman and so many other social 
critics have indicated, become belligerently Non-Adult? 
These reach beyond simply interesting questions to be 
discussed over coffee or in a social science classroom; 
rather, they ·are questions that probe deeply within .the 
social, ideological and moral soil of western civilization. 
They are questions about issues that are equally as im­
portant as are questions about issues of world peace, social 
justice and international relations; issues that must be at­
tended to before we so contaminate t_he atmospheric "bub­
ble!' within which we live as to make concerns -beyond 
survival quite idle. It is of course possible, as Fromm sug­
gests (ESCAPE FROM FREEDO.M), that because personal 
and group freedo)ll is' so stressful and so personally de­
manding, individuals wilf resort to seducing authori­
tarian "men on horseback" to lea!f them out of the' wilder­
ness of unconscious self. 
Now, this is an age that inspires very few w°hile frighten­
ing many. It is an age in which enthusiasm and personal 
commitment yiefds to estra,ngement; an age in which 
fidelity and confidence is often superceded by relativism 
and by drift. By comparison to the "bugged" and separated­
generation of the 1960's and present, the "lost" a,nd "silent" 
generations of our most recent past appear almost adamant 
in their loyalty to, a,nd belief in, the societal "system." 
(Heretofore, the crisis was brewing, but quietly and 
without general pµblic sharing of the pain.) We,. often 
marred as bein.gs by a silent terror reverberating through­
out our psyches, are cast adrift by a pervasive fear of our­
selves, by the· irrationality and uncertainty of the cultural 
reality about us. The emotional and rational components 
of our li-ves appear} <to have been,. split bYC. personal and, na­
tional experiences that leave m�y of us re�ote from either 
centers of power ,or positions -of social influence. Our 
heritage no lo,nger has enduring relev-ance, no longer be­
longs to u§; the future is just not predictable. Ever quicken­
ing social alterations flow from unpla,nned and ,unbounded 
technologic.al chaitg!ls;''tranquility n9w comes i,n pill-form; , 
rather than as the earned consequence of individual search­
ing and self-actualization. We are a troubled people in an 
increasingly troubled and remarkably hostile social climate. 
(The· descent to the hell of anxiety is clearly more easily 
obtained than is the remote romanticized haveu o( psychic 
comfort.) In an almos.t accidental fashion, each individual 
- as an alone individual.- has disc,overed that the hereto­
fore revered "molochs" ..:_ materialism and youth - are 
essentially ultimately empty, 
Thus, many of us are cast adrift without real connec­
tion to either· the traditional values highlighted _in the 
Judaic/Christian Ethic (p_articularly the Protestant expres­
. sion of that ethical system) or· to th� "found" values of 
the past ,two decades. Separatio,n from others and from 
self would appear to be all that is. left. Coveting, without 
• exploring, myriad "forbidden" psychic haunts, the .inane and 
destructive world of narcotics and :the affectual "dead-end" 
of vi.carious pleasure/existence;:has become almost. neces­
sary and a seemingly natural concommitant to· survival. 
SCHOLARS), states thal "most of our colleges b'ring what 
they are, I fear that many of the best youth would get a 
better, ·though very imperfect, education if they followed 
their impulse and quit; and certainly mo:i:e teacfiers ought 
be more manly even i'f they risk getting fired." These are 
reoccurring comments of many social theorists in America. 
Specifically, we hav-e merged the mutually distinct worlds 
of fantasy and reality into an unbearable and unproduc­
tive climate - a climate demanding personal removal from 
Clearly, from the current state of social, political and 
moral leaders,hip and entnusiasm in America, the tradi­
tional institutions of learning and teaching are probably 
not· providing the enlightenment and the direction that 
this society and the world requires. Further, t\1ere is the 
very real possibility that these institutions may be in fact 
detrimental to the existence of positive and primary inter� 
person�! and group transactions and relationships. It would 
seem quite reasonable to expect that college and university 
educated youths would be prepared - perhaps anxious -
to make contributions to the general welfare of others. 
Similarly, it would seem to be expected th�t these gr�duates 
would be willing to provide the leadership and defme and 
defend the need and nature of personal responsibility for 
themselves and for others. But this is perhaps more ap­
parent than real. A great portion of.college youth regard 
- in Paul Goodman's words - society as " ... a closed 
room with a rat race going on in the middle" (GROWING 
l;P ABSURD). 
It is somewhat of an enigma that American youth 
- and perhaps esptcially "elite youth" that are grad�ates 
of institutions of higher learning, including professional 
and graduate. schools - seem to find dedication to ideas 
and to othe:i: people -so very difficult? To wit, the very 
existence of so pervasive and inextricable a sub-culture as 
the American Youth Culture would appear at first glance 
dignity a,nd personal integrity - wherein the search for 
self becomes the "madU:ess" instead of the proper business 
of man. We are ii"! danger of becoming - through our 
collective default � nationalized beings, structured by a 
Ron Bruse 
state whose influence is determini,ng, unilateral and u·n­
feeling. 
Looking for affiliation and affection, we engage in a 
desperate hunt into the twi!l hinterlands of hope and 
despair. But we often emerge scratched and confused · and 
· greatly divorced from the multiplicity of sterile values and 
institutions of our society, The educational "booJtdoggle" 
and the bureaucratic jungle leave but minute opportunity 
for us to assume our identity and a grand purpose to guide 
. our lives. Insight is damn difficult to come by. We are 
re.ady to accept the thesis that "God died last night", for 
we know the world is most probably .ab�urd. We ;imilarlr 
are almost prepared to entertain the notion that we are 
absurd and that self-realization is a cruel and a self-evident 
Ron Bruse 
falsehood .. Thus, we have become a herd of hurt "hipsters," 
each reflecting the chaos of anxiety (affected life 
energy) in his own peculiar and painful ·manner, with faith 
having become as detached from our lives as has the 
"frontier" spirit of the nineteenth century. Staying in bed 
rapidly replaces exploration as our response to comnu 1:al 
and societal challenge; the battle does not strike us as 
being worth fighting. Hence, if the total war is insidious, 
the individual on-going battles are merely trite "morality 
plays." So, many of us tUrIJ. our backs to the world of ideas 
and social commi.tment largely because we just simply 
don't know how to begin to set things right, to begin the 
search for. ourselves. 'I hii.ve not noticed the learning estab­
lishment in America doi,ng much to help us begin to 
"walk" with. ourselves and with others. 
It is well to ask how it can be that colleges and uni­
v·ersities are turning out graduates that display blatant 
disregard for society and for the institutions that "edu­
cated" them; moreover, graduates who display self-con­
tempt, and contempt toward others. 
I sense a couple of concepts that suggest some possible 
factors that have given rise to feelings of despair and 
longing on the part of college and university graduates. 
First, as Jacobs indicates (EDUCATION AND SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY): 
" .. . the social influence of education in America 
(if) appraised in, terms of social values seems to 
have diminished· as ·its utititarian inipo1·tance has 
increased: in short, education now influences the 
instrumentation of social responsibility, while fail­
ing la1·gely to influence motivation for social re­
sponsibility. We can prepare young people to be 
able public administrat-Ors but not to be conscien­
tious private citizens. Education has become a huge 
and useful public enterprise but seems to have lost 
the liberalizing, humanizing touch upon individtlals 
which has been its historic mission." 
I would think the point that ought be drawn from this 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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notion is that where previously higher learning was con­
cerned with enlightenment, intellectual competency and 
social leadership, it is presently concerned p;imarily with 
· meeting and satisfy,ing the needs of the business, com­
mercial, military and governmental communities; thus, 
the rise of quasi-professional programs that, on balance, 
tend to neglect many aspects of the more "classical" cur­
riculum that generated some social awareness, while at 
the same time making implicit and explicit pleas for social 
responsibility on personal levels. The college and university, 
then, is presently urgently concerned with graduatjng busi­
nessmen, teaching technicians and myriad specialists, all 
or any of whom may or may not be "educated" - and 
very few are either socially responsible or socially con­
cerned with the "lot" of their fellows. Sadly, most are not 
connected to a search for self-hood. I would ask a critical 
existential question. Can we have anything or be anyone 
without our "self"? In iact, is -there any other subject 
but self? 
Nathan Glazer, for the second of the two key concepts 
employed here, has termed higher learning a " . . . huge 
boondoggle ... " wherein students (and faculty) leaI'Jl how 
to be financially successful rather than anything so seem­
ingly esoteric as learning how to live a productive, reward­
ing life: a life of person;i.I contribution to self and to others. 
is it not entirely reasonable to interpi·et Glazer's notion 
- in this way: higher learning, in considerable part, is train­
ing students in such ways and along such lines that these 
students, post college, will spend their productive years 
doing that which is largely no good? (Prepar;i.tiim for work 
that does not satisfy - does 'not dustify man [Luther] -
estrang�s him from himself and from his community and 
is the enemy of human development and social responsi­
bility. Such educational preparation does not serve society; 
it destroys it.) Now if this is somewhat close to the truth, 
and I believe it to be disturbingly close, there can be littfe 
honest question as to why ·youth regards adulthood and 
"mature" society -as more of a threat than a liberation 
from ·adolescence-. Fur-ther, there can be little doubt that 
what has been a steadily growing discontinuity between 
generations (as between childhood and adulthood within 
the same individual) will continue in the ascendancy until 
America. will indeed be faced with Fromm's ESCAPE 
FROM FREEDOM•. Surely, if "playil)g it cool", disaffec­
tion and· privatism beco�e more and more the hallmark 
of the results of education, America must ultimately be 
burdened with unbearable and unsolveable social and moral 
problems. And the most critical initial sign will be the 
death of promise and hope. Jo·y wiU be an idea, not a 
motivating feeling saying "yes'' to life. 
Behold, because America is indeed the land of the 
"huckster'', the· Public Relations man, the "corporation 
man", the "empirical scientist" and a. whole host of equally 
objectJonable characters, it is easy to see how higher learn­
ing has been placed into the humanless system. It is also 
easy to see human authenticity as increasingly difficult 
to identify, much Jess achieve. If the. college student ex­
periences what William Whyte has referred to as "the fight 
against genius" (THE ORGANIZATION MAN), and as 
he experiences the admonitions of the university against 
individuality and uninhibited service to people, he must 
inevitably become distant from what - according to any 
tenet of plain good sense - is useful, significant and im­
portant to human beings, himself included. He must be­
come· distant from himself.. 
In his advertising and marketing classes he learns how 
to manipulate human needs and weaknesses for profit; in 
too mahy of his Jaw classes he learns to protect himself 
from the retaliations of the injured; ii, his management 
classes he learns to transform the understandings of be­
havioral and social sciences into management tools to pre­
vent worker dissatisfaction, dissatisfaction that - because 
of the current nature, of things._: ought ,be encouraged 
rather than smoothed over. And, in his public relations and 
human relations classes, he learns how to foster and sup­
port the big lie - to promote specious ideas and _to stru'c­
ture phoney togetherness and teamwork; in short, he learns 
how to "fit" into the organized societal system to support 
its weknesses and shortcoming re: the "burdened", the 
poor, the non-competitive, the pensive, the ethnic and be-
havioral minorities. 
· Rarely, throughout the undergraduate and graduate 
association with the college and university, is the student 
ever moved to consider significant so.cial, political and 
moral issues that coexist with his existence. Ergo, he is 
not helped to see an.d face himself (and "meet" himself) 
in the context of his time. Instead, he will read, discuss, 
study and argue issues that were current and significant 
before his birth; present day social emergencies are oft­
times taboo. If this is the area in which Goodman is 
admonishing the professorial ranks to be more manly, he 
must be profoundly co1Tect. The term paper, the final docu­
ment, the thesis and the exam, for example, evidence that 
the student is expected to concern ,himself with a few 
grains of sand and ignore the expanse of beach that con­
fronts him. 
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fessionill preparation, he is termed radical; in essence, if 
· he does not completely "buy" the system, he is not taken 
seriously. And this, vis-a-vis youth values and needs, is 
perhaps the major point. American society and the higher 
learning establishment is so structured as to make exceed­
ingly difficult youth's being taken seriously. That hurts. It 
may be that the college and university, because of its very 
nature, discourages serious thought and serious- concern 
with self and with social issues. 
Because of many of these previous notions and because 
of a genuine, measurable "opting out" on the part of stu­
dents of this ·and recent generations, the gulf between cur­
ricular and extra-curricular ·life in higher learning has 
grown. Similarly, the gulf petween student and faculty 
member has grown so that the academic or intellectual 
component of university life is greatly divorced from social 
and1 personal life. Relationships of engagement between 
the student member and the faculty member are rare. Inter­
person_al sharing is more fear-invoking than stimulating. 
And _in large measure. this' is due to the failure on the 
part of the university, to inter-relate the various segments 
of life in the· university community in some sensible, ra­
tional yet personal way. All too often, ·the classroom, the 
student center, the library and the multitude of student 
and faculty organizations and programs are viewed -as 
somehow being separate 'and dis.tinct from one another. Such 
a view �s outrageous because it is just not an accurate pie-
. ture of things. The result has been -,- even on resident 
/ campuses.- that student governments, publications, activi­
ties and even the students themselves are perceived as- hav­
inglY, become stale and up.impressive. This is an equally 
myopic Yiew because- it, also, -is just npt an accurate pic­
ture of things. All too of.ten the sense that there is a re­
markable lack of purpose and vigor on the _p_art of youth 
wjthin the university community is _attributed to the lazi­
ness and idleness o.f the students, rat)le; _than to the very 
structure and governance ··of the coll�ge ,and university 
community itself. ·· · · .. : · ' · .' ·_-
· 
If we can come to entertain .the thesis·· that ·it . is the 
college and university that is fundamentally to blame for 
not insisting upon livi1w the role (vs. playing at the 
role) of educator (father) in the many areas of social and 
interpersonal relafions, it ·becomes somewhat ea�ier to ac­
cept the thesis _that the "unresponsiv� inass" that is the 
student body is ·in fact making a respo�se: a forced response , 
that, ableit highly fatalistic .on the surface (this to- mask 
or ventilate the utter disappointment, fu.ry and h:urt [of 
the inner child'] at not being engaged_ in personal and 
primarily learning processes wherein the self is at least as-, / 
Because of this and related realities in the college· 
and university, the degrees represent meal and union tick­
ets far more frequently than they represent learning, social 
responsibility and personal growth. If the student expresses 
concern with the 'value of his learning experience, he is 
termed maladjusted; if he resists the teachings in his pro-
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significant as the "objective'' subject matter), yet one in 
which potential fo,, generating negotiable and viable stu­
dent/faculty relations still exists. Certainly, the college, 
· through institutional governance and through a carefully 
considered fostering of adult/youth connections - within 
and without the formal classroom - (vehicles that ai,e 
entirely possible) can begin to reverse the ever quickening 
trend towards mass boredom and resultant futility on 
the parts of student� and faculty alike. It is irresponsible 
to continue to process students without concern for their 
humanity: for their "selfs.'; Moreover,· it is dangerous, for 
there is no other subject matter as potent al' the search 
for an understanding of self. 
. 
Increasingly, graduates are discovering that much if not 
most of what they need to know to survive in the world 
was not learned within the university experience. Indeed, . 
for �any, what was learned is· blocking on-going actualiza­
tion. (It is terribly difficult to embark upon a search for 
self when this flies in the face of so many implicit, im­
personal admonitions of the university.) It is critically 
important to understand clearly that technological and so­
cial perm11-nence is dead (Toffler, FUTURE SHOCK). Addi­
tionally, that' the traditional quest for permanence (stable 
identity) is similarly dead. The new task for contemporary 
man would appear to be to adjust to the future· to mad·­
ness. Surely, in a society wherein identity is "/ented" as 
if it were an apartment or automobile or piece of furrii­
ture, adjustment to· the unknown and swiftly changing 
would seem to ·be necessary - quite desirable. Yet, one 
simply cannot be in relation to that which does not exist. 
To be overstimulated within the overwhelming context of 
an overstimulated and overstimulating environment is to 
be moorless; adrift. Identity cannot be · synthesized from 
that level of confusion, competition and variance. 
It may be that man must adopt a "throw-away" identity 
to fith within a "thrpw-away" society (Toffler). (We pres­
ently throw away, friends, homes, communities, beliefs and 
the search for self, so why not toss out transitory identity 
stages - toss out our developing "self''?) Why not accept 
the notion (Oscar Wilde) that "tfie secret of life is to 
appreciate the pleasure of being terribly deceived"? 
�owever;, 
t? �e deceived in an equation with pleasure 
requrres a core sense of the self, unless that pleasure 
is to be mere diversion and entertainment: i.e., the death 
of self:' Note that Wilde also observed: 
."To love oneself is the beginning of a lifelong 
fomance." 
"The .only possible society is oneself." 
"We are all in the' gutter but some of us are lgpking 
at the stars.'' 
I guess he did not care to court death, to spite himself 
in the face of existential challenge. , 
These latter notions necessitate a higher degree of con­
nection with self - with understanding of the self vis-a-vis 
_man's existential plight. The cornerstone of that plight is, 
of course, .to survive. (I would note .that the ultimate test 
of survival would be to survive on terms well above menely 
staying around as long as possible.) 
Parenthetically, a terrible danger inhe1·ent in further' 
growth and development within the already 'industrialized 
societies is that ·human adjustment may not be without 
ultimate psychological limits: without thresholds that can-
. not be exceeded. -Specificaliy, the very real danger _:_ al­
ready demonstrated experimentally - is that unplanned 
additional ·social transformation may not coincide with hu­
man psychological needs (including the release of uncon­
scious "tenor" material) which, even in the present epoch, 
maintains threads of elements of a quasi-stable social mil­
lieu (although I would wish to indicate that ev;r increas-
(Continued on Page 13) 
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Shadow ... 
(ContiJiued from Page 3) 
ed enroachment on the preserves 
of the Old Guard. The reason be­
hind this curious development was 
the students' sharp willingness to 
concede the destruction of their 
own power base. They understood 
that there was no great mass of 
students, poor people, disenfranch­
ised minorities, or disaffected rad­
ical priests. Wisely, collectively, 
the great majority of the students 
realized that the expression of 
their ideals should be. left to those 
politicians -who were sympathizers 
and with whom Middle America 
� could find comfort. 
And then one bleak and sunless , 
day the glory and the euph�ria of 
the Thousand Days of Camelot 
came to its irrevocable end. Dis­
illusionment spread over the stu­
dents' scenario. A conflict escalat­
ed in which even the students had 
to admit that self-interest had be­
come the top priority. In the face 
of Viet Nam many students began 
to feel that patriotism did not nec­
cessarily equate with military 
service. The emphasis shifted and 
the students realized that quid 
pro quo must, at all costs, be 
reached with the very elements 
they ·had so lately challenged. Pol­
itical radicalism slowly diminished. 
The idealists soberly remembered 
that GREs, not soap-box rhetoric, 
are the entry tickets to graduate 
schools. 
;Not a single one of the hundreds 
of thousands of students liable for 
the Social Consciousness movement 
of this early time condoned the 
violence committed by the radical , 
splinter groups. The crushing real­
ity of politico-corporate Amerik:c1 
was (and remains today) far, -far 
too frightening for the students· to 
ha.'l{e ,confvonted effectively. The 
basic· truth of. this reali�ati.;;,- i�­
tensified as the pressures of ·tra­
ditional obligations of citizenship 
began to weigh as moral and 
ethical controversies· not easily 
resolved. 
Kent State! Jackson State! 
Provocation or deliberate murder 7 
The student movement reeled 
under the impact of a national ma­
chine grown tired of being snap­
ped at by the gadflies of the 
American Dream. 
And so, slowly and inexorably, 
these students, these political and 
social activists of this dramatic 
period in our recent history, un­
willingly permitted a basically un­
affected nation to force the work 
ethic, and the fabulously vital self­
interest principle, into young, sem­
inal minds. It W!IS a frightening 
process. It was a chilling, awe­
'inspiring demonstration of the 
ultimate function of American 
Government, American Administra­
tion, and Am�rican Bureaucl"!lcy: 
Perpetuate thyself. 
This brief retrospecti_ve of the· 
national campus gam·e, circa 19·50, 
advances the two ·fundamental 
causes for the pervasive malaise 
affecting students here at Baruch 
College and across the nation. 
Necessarily, the students needed to 
reach an accord with the American 
hierarchy and they needed a rest. 
Despite the devastation, and the 
sickening shock, the unfolding 
panorama of the Movement as well 
as jts rude conclusion had been a 
valuable object lesson. In totality 
it demonstrated the breadth and 
depth of the structures and sub­
�tructures of Amer-ica which they 
faced. It followed that the revolu-
, tionary redesign, for which the stu­
!:lents held out such hopes, would 
1 come to pass only as a result of the 
most successful guerilla operations. 
The students became conversant 
with the idea. that only the most 
sharply curtailed and most careful­
ly executed hellishness might ac-
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complish any pf their objectives View The spectacles, in other words, of 
Page Seven 
occupied college buildings would 
no longer be tolerated. Most not­
ably, the students discovered that 
few, if any, conditions could justi­
fy the radical, direct, fundamental 
weapons which the students had 
The Way Things Went Wrong 
Bob Barrett employed without a significant im-
provement of their position. Only 
through a carefully contrived con­
versation of their pragmatic ideal­
ism, the desire for Peace burning 
in their guts, l!Ould the students 
endure .the assimilation process of 
corporate America. It was clear 
that only in this way could the 
students, could we, have even an 
incremental impact on the society 
which they hoped to change. 
Baruch College seems to b€ going through a period in which it is unable to succeed swift­
ly. The problel_Ils that have been facing the Baruch College Community have been laboriously 
drawn out until any result, whether positive or negative, seems to be a welcome relief. 
The problems of a· new _site for the College, the Ron Bruse/R�y Senour conflict and col-
lege governance have plague� the Community for an unbearably long time. 
College governance, which actually began in the Spring of 1970 with the formation of the 
Baruch College Community Con- - -----------------------­
ference, was not concluded until 
a few weeks ago, with the final 
vote of the graduate session. The 
charter should have been passed 
early in the Fall semester. 
_Students now have the strongest · 
foothold in -the governance of the 
College that they have ever had. 
The formation of separate student 
committees to review each depart­
ment in the College offers unlim­
ited possibilities. If concerned and 
dedicated students sit on the com­
mittee of the one department with 
never allow his removal. Once one 
administrator loses his ·job be­
c�use of students' demands the 
jobs of all administrators' are 
placed in jeop2rdy. lf students can 
remove the Dean of Students, they 
have the power to remove any­
other desn or administrator. Stu­
dents could fight the Dean of Stu­
dents orie semes€er, the Registrar 
the. next semester, and so on. 
Senou_r has to remain if only to 
protect the stability of other ad­
ministrators. 
Following the students' Appo­
mattox a very much needed re­
spite descended on college cam­
puses across the country. Much 
like a lately hunted species the 
students spent some tini.e just to 
sit back, to lick thejr wounds, and 
to rest for awhile. They divested 
themselves of the chrysalis of the 
revolutionary and -moved to seek 
a reconciliation. Uke the Maran­
os, the Spanish Jews who adopted 
Christian · identities to ·evade - the 
Inquisition, the students showed 
the face of the Honorable Loser 
to triumphant America. Now, ex­
cept for monetary, isolatfld flares 
of rei,entment and anger the 
majority of students returned to 
the normality of traditional acad-
"If students cannot.hfre faculty ... then at 
· least they should be able to decide if a
faculty member should be fired or not." 
emic process. The Movement lay which they are most personally 
moribund. involved, there is no reason why 
The students' saving grace was students' voices cannot be heard 
their attempt to erect the struc- in all academic matters ranging 
ture of the dream of Peace. Their from the selection of faculty and 
_decision to employ violent methods, ., staff to curriculum changes. 
and the consequences whicli flowed But the process of forming the 
from it, are of little importance to governance proposal and having it 
any but the unfortu�ate victims. ·passed took too much time. When 
The immutable fact remains - to something is drawn out people be­
haunt us that the students' lack of gin to lose interest, and once in­
substantial a�complishment does terest is lost, strength is lost. l 
little to· belittle .or betray ·theii: The Ron Bruse/Roy-Senour11con� 
efforts. 
· flict was agonized for way"' too 
The recounting of this history long. Students diss?lved . the pr�b
­
has as its purpose an explanation lem to a personality fight, with 
of the state of the students at Bruse as the good-guy and Senour
Baruch .College. 'I have had no pr�- as the. bad-guy. This approach 
tensions of expertise. But, after. alone forced Jhe problem to drag. 
much deliberation I have reached Students tned to keep Mr. Bruse 
the conclusion that the current in' the College by calling for the 
state of the students, like many removal of Dea.n Senour. The ad
­
other phenomena in this universe, ministration, whether in favor of 
is· a function of the unalterable Senour
 or against him, would 
cyclicity of history. The students 
Students should have tai<en a 
different argµment. If students 
c�nnot hfre faculty, and if stu­
dents cannot fire faculty, then at 
least they should be able to decide 
if a faculty member should be fired 
or not. The removal of Ron Bruse 
should have sti,:r�d a fight by stu­
dents for the right to keep the fac­
ulty members that they feel are 
doing an excellent job. Students 
should have some input in the fir­
ing p:focess - not to fire faculty, 
but to keep excellent faculty mem­
b�rs froi:n being fired. 
If this approach had been taken, 
perhaps Mr. Bruse's role in Baruch 
could have been saved, and students 
could have taken one more step for 
student power. But whether stu­
dents won or lost, the fight would 
have been much swifter. As of this 
writing, the issue is still unre­
solved. 
Bob Barrett 
And another unresolved issue is 
the new site for Baruch College. 
Since the formation of Baruch Col­
lege in 1968, a permanent site has 
been a permanent problem. Stu­
dents should decide where they 
want their College to be located 
- Manhattan, Brooklyn or else­
where - and demand that it be 
placed in that location. A college 
should serve the students in· attencl-. 
ance,. not local shop-keepers and 
politicians. Baruch has been over­
crowded since the Fall of 1970 and 
will continue to be overcrowded 
until a new campus is in use. 
Baruch College's attainment of 
success or failure is overshadowed 
by its lack of speed to reach con­
clusions. This is not to say that 
effectiveness should be sacrificed 
for swiftness, or that the College 
should be satisfied with unfavor­
able results to rid itself of prob­
lems. But sometimes, procrastina­
tion destroys. 
of the late 1930's and the early 
1940's who played with the social­
ism of Marx exemplified the last 
great student uprising of Social 
Consciousness. They were kicked 
down and roughed about by a na­
tion unwilling to a:llow them the 
credibility which they richly de­
served. Thirty years later a re­
surgence occurred. The students of 
the 196()'s, spurred, as I have said, 
by the brightness of Camelot, tried 
once again to make themselves un­
derstood._ This time the ideology 
was derived from the conviction 
that Peace was a necessity Amer­
ica, and the world, could not exist 
without. They were kicked down 
and roughed about by a natio� un­
willing to ·allow them the credibil­
ity which they richly deserved. 
M.ATH LAB
The simple fact cannot be ig­
nored that the trials and tribula­
tions of the students' Movement 
have not resulted in its death. As 
surely as the process of higher 
education goes on, the students of 
the - 1980's and the 1990's will de-· 
mand their hearing. We, the stu­
dents, are now i_n the process of 
preparation for this great inexor­
able phenomenon. What we are do­
ing now is testing the fruits of 
previous adventures. We are mak­
ing certain that the accomplish­
ments of those who have tread this 
path before us are secure, 
. -Between. the Idea, latent ·since 
the devastation' of the 1960's, and 
the Reality· of the 1980's and the 
1990's falls the Shadow of today. 
Spring Session i74--New Hours 
LOCATION: Room 204-315 Park Ave. So. 
(Day) MON.-FRI. 9:00 a.m:-5:30 p.m. 
(Eve), WED. and THURS. 5:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 
'MATH LAB ATTENDANTS: -
Cheryle Salzberg Marc Steinberg 
Ellen lnkelis Vijay Bhise 
Hanan Goldenthal 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
FOR:. Homework Help, Study, Review and 
Enrichment 
Math Courses: 01,., 02, 03_, 04, 65, 67, 70 
Ms. Marca Askinazi or Ms, H. Helena Wynn 
Dept. of Compensatory Programs 
315 Park Ave. So., Room 227 
Phone: 725-4444 or 725-3094 
P�ge_ Eight 
Founded in 1923 
Our 50th Year 
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Ed Tavera, 
, People on Earth are transitory, yet they have not been able to realize that whatever 
they acquire in this lifetime, whether wealth, power or fame,· will Cease to be when they 
die. They connive and they cheat; they spent hours developing ways 01 · getting what they 
want regardless of the' consequences involved. They· become schizophrenic, nar.cisstic and 
neurotic "in their struggle to benefit themselves and only themselves. They justify their actions 
by using their mates, their children, their friends or their superiors as the reason, the ca� 
or the motive for · their actions. 
I 
Advertllll!g Manager 
JIMMY RAMLAl,_L M l*clt Greenstein 
B-l.ACK Hosts D�ick Grego-ry 
' �-
By Connie Harper 
Fantastic,' extraordina-ry and funny and meaningful the skits 
absolutely stupendous are . just · were, 
some of a few words describing Sound In Motion Dance Co. ( di-:_ 
.B.L.A.C.K.'s annual Culture Night. . rected by Diane Mclntyr@) ex-
On M�ch 1 from 6 P.M. to mid, pressed the feelings of Third 
night, Baruch· College was rein- World people through dancing, 
carnated Its new body and soul Not only did B.L.A.c.K: seek 
w�s aliv� and beautiful. Most peo- talent outside of Baruch, but also 
pie enteriilg the building couldn't within. Richard White r�ited his 
believe what they felt. From the poem, Time, to a very still, quiet 
moment they stepped inside the and listening audience. - Lynn 
Student Center, they could feel Dozui talked on the subject 6f 
their soul bein'g transported to an- helping one another . and the 
other world-a world of culture. African famine. 
For those of you who ·missed To close the show was Dick 
this rebirth, I can only say you Gregory. Dick Gregory i� ·Dick 
Dick Gregory 
Gregory is Dick Gregory, a down­
to-earth and very real person. If 
you are· acquainted· with Dick 
Gregory, ·1 need not say more; If 
you're not, start reading his 
books; he has written se,;eral on 
his basic philosophy. If that's not 
enough, leave a note under the 
door ·of Room 416 in the Student 
Center and a member n of· 
'B.L.A.C.K. will personally hip you 
to Mr. Dick Gregory. 
So for those who made it to the 
Culture Night, ];!.L.A.C.K. thanks 
you, and to those who missed it, 
' too bad. B.L.A.C.K, would also like 
to extend a special thank-you· to 
everyone who made the evening 
a success, especially Jerry Adorno, 
Bob ·Matthews, Ron Bruse, Elsie 
and many other wo11derful people. 
But, what are the results of their 
actions? What happiness or peace 
do they find ? Can someone in this 
universe J/eally. say that they ac­
quire th.�· .wondEµ'ful · treasure of 
wisdom? Or, are they not- fools 
:.vho havirig eyes have lost their 
sight and having ears have lost 
their hearing ? They walk in the 
midst of pain, yet they sense no 
distress. They ,are confronted with 
need ·when they have wealth ·to 
spend, yet hunger and agony fa. 
others they cannot detect. 'l'hey 
are merely robots who live from 
day to day oply for themselves. 
They exist, and during their exis­
.tence they' cr/!ate tension; violence, 
wars, and in'creasing their ignor­
ance through prejudice ideas· and 
racist actions, they hate and they 
live more to hate, 
This, my dear friend, is the state 
of Bernard M. Ba�ch College ;is 
well as many other institutions in 
this state, this country and in this 
world. How can I S?-Y such a thing ? 
Ell;5y;· you see, my friend, people's. 
. minds and their thinking processes 
become institutionalized. · Ahd, 
through this process they lose 
their true sense of self, individual 
thinking, creativity and their 
physical, psychological and .spirit­
ual being. However, robots though 
tliey a)'e, the�.eontinue theil' foolish 
existence on ,t-arth by bec·oming 
instruments of other fools. It hap­
pens within the -administrative 
co�mu11ity, the faculty community 
and tne student Baruch community. 
I, my friend,. have been a. long 
time- l\<lqu,ainted of Baruch. I h.ave 
had many good times and many 
hard times , while · attending 
Baruch's factory-like buildings, So,, 
I must thank those people who 
missed a good high, a high from 
Third World culture. Never will I 
be able to express o_n paper what 
everyone felt that night. 
That night the Baruch College 
Student Center was turned into a 
Cultural Center Music was live 
from WBMB (Bal'Uch's own radio 
BHE Votes Baruch $701G 
For Re,,o·vation and Clean-up 
. station), starting with songs from 
slavery to the present. In the Oak 
Lounge, the Black Artists' Work­
shop of Long Island had paintings 
and sculpture on display. In the 
Ma·rble Lounge were pictures of · 
some of B,L.A.C.K.'s membership. 
At seven o'clock, dinner was 
served. FOOD, FOOD,· FOOD and 
more FOOD ranging from fried 
chicken, chicken and rice, chicken 
salad, curried goat, cansava, trot­
ters ( pigs' feet), peas and rice, 
roast beef, African potato pie; 
bean pie, collard greens and more. ' 
After dinner, the auditorium 
was the place to be. Entertainment, 
galore-WWRL's Bob Law was 
MC for the evening. A fashion 
show was presented by the one 
and only "Ferandun". Following 
this the audience sat in the dark 
whiie being introduced to "LEST­
ER." Tall, DARK, slim, and dress­
ed to kill; if you're wondering 
how I saw him in the dark, "Lest­
er" hail on shoes with built in 
flashlights. Y o\I say you like 
comedy. Well, comedy was present 
and accounted for; two skits were 
presented with the help of four 
children about the family life of 
Third World people; if you have 
family, you well know just how 
At its meeting last month, the Boa:rd of Higher Educat.ion 
approved a contract· with Klein and Kolbe, an architectural 
firm, to go ahead with.renovations to. several areas of Baruch 
College, most notably the 23-rd Street Bulding. 
A total expenditure of $706,900 was authorized. The ren­
ovation, termed as Capital Project No. HN-203, includes work 
on the auditorium, first floor, 13th 
floor of the 23rd Street Building 
and emergency lighting for both 
that building and the 24th Street 
Building. 
Specifically, the project will en­
tail: 
A conversion of the first floor 
of the 23rd Street Building to pro­
vide a student lobby area away 
from in front of the elevator com­
plex. Th_e estimated cost will be 
$28,100. 
The Art Department will set ad­
ditonal facilities on. the 13th floor 
for expanded programming. The 
cost of this is put ;t $35,200. 
The,- .auditorium, called by the 
BHE "one of the best theater fa­
cilities south of 42nd Street," will 
g'et new lighting facilities, audio 
equipment and a general repair; 
no renovation or maintenance 
work has been done on the audi­
torium in 25 years. Estimated 
cost: $251,500. 
The emeTgency lighting men­
tioned before is required by New 
York City Fire Department regu­
lations and will cost $118,800. 
The windows in the 23rd Street 
Building, now beyond repair, will 
have to be replaced oecause of 
heat losses and. the impossibility 
of cleaning them safely. This 
should cost $273,500. 
The fe� involved with Klein and 
Kolbe is put at $51,250 with an 
escalator clause to $61,500 in case 
of rising construction costs. It; is 
somewhat safe . to say that the 
estimates given in' the BHE re­
port, due to the exigencies of _in­
flation and sheer conservatism, are 
low and that the project might, at 
a thumbnail guess, !'Un to possibly 
$900,000 as time goes on. 
· That Baruch will be at its pres­
ent facilities for only (at most) 
another decade is somewhat irrel-
evant, since the BHE will un­
doubtedly use the buildings al­
ready occupied for other CUNY 
facilities, and they would then ben­
efit from the renovation project. 
have given me a hand when in dis­
tress, academ.ically, emotionally 
and materially. They are certain 
individuals that, although also 
found under the oppression of this 
institution, have been able to shed 
light, like a star in the night to a 
travelling man. But those that do 
Good are few at Baruch, If you 
are sensitive to the activity around 
you, you will see � what I have 
seen - that at this school the 
foolish reign. They r�ign with evil 
will to keep the young ignorant 
and the poor in distress. It is done 
very subtly;. very sneaky they are 
indeed. They misappropriate stu­
dent funds and .they blame it on · 
omnipotent executioners. 
The Deans - the promoters of 
unhealthy competition and pl'e'­
judicial decisions guided by their 
impulses, and the inheritors of 
p_retentious humanitarianism. 
S_tudent Government· - the plight 
of confusion in a cradle of anal­
fixated individuals. 
Financial Aid - . the intlucers of 
hunger, applicators of soci.o­
economical and psychological 
stress ,by assisting the banks' 
profiting systems instead of 
granting non-profit financial aid. 
Board of Governors �f th� Student 
Center - the selected body of 
elitists whose decision-making 
"But those thaf do. Good are few at Baruch.:: 
. If you are sensitive to the activity around 
you, you will see . . .  that the foolish reign." 
the govemment. They kick stu­
dents out of school and then they 
justify· it with· such unproven fac­
tors as academically incapable, 
etc_. ·,For this, my fl'iend, we all 
know: that everyone is. capable of 
performing academic work pro­
v;jded · that effic.ient tools· are 
accessj.ble · to the individual with­
out any preconceived notions or 
prejudice. 
Y:et, oiie ·can not help but speak 
about the truth, .the tn1th of those 
that oppress for the sake of releas­
ing their frustrations on someone 
else And if it would indeed bring 
the� so-U-:e peace, I probably would 
not write these words, but the 
truth is that .each day they have 
greater- desires to satisfy their 
egotisticsil and material being. 
So, this is the State of Baruch: 
a place where people, lost in lust 
and vain, use every minute they 
have to manipulate others, us� 
others, hurt others, and destroy 
other beings. Their delight is to 
prevent know.ledge from those that 
seek knowledge. How foolish in­
deed they are, dear. friend. Not 
knowing that they do not even 
have power over themselves, they 
seek to overpower others. And, 
those that appear weak and, ignor­
ant to them laugh at their actions, 
for their inner being is tranquile 
and peaceful; truth they have seen 
and wisdom is their friend. 
The state of Baruch is indeed a 
nightmare dis�ised in humanitar­
ian scent. 
Open Admissions - a revolving 
do.or of agony without mercy, 
Seek � a trickish maze without 
end for those who seek know­
ledge, with few execptions con­
tingent upon the judgment of 
those stagnated counselors. 
Student Activities - a battle 
ground for the fools that com­
pete for some fame, 
Curricular Gui.dance - a catacum 
of superegos without any feel­
ings, without any spirit. 
Freshman Orientation - a delirium 
of illusions to the ente1·ing stu­
dent. 
Registration - a catastrophe of 
chaos and confusion instead of 
systematization and order. 
Committee on Academic Standing 
- the guillotine of blind and 
I 
. policy is censored by the selec­
tor. 
President Wingfield - the walk;ing 
shadow, invisible man-but not 
in;v;incible. 
Yes indeed, my friend! Here in 
Baruch you will find an unauthen­
tic bureaucr:atized.systell! of hi�h.e� 
education and training. Amd to 
those whom I have not spoken of 
yet, it is a matter of s-qspense. !For 
withjn the locked doors at this 
school, fools gather together (with 
few exceptions) in secret meetings 
to formulate ways of distor.ting 
truth and structuring plans to suit 
their set interest, rather than meet­
ing the needs and wants of the 
general student bod¥. 
This is the state. of Baruch, Very 
interesting, would you not say so? 
If in doubt, open up your hear.Ii, 
your ears, your eyes. and mouth, 
be an objective obser-ver and by all 
means get involved. 
r would-like to thank those few 
-professors who have assisted me, 
guided me, and given me some 
light during my endeavorous years 
in search of knowledge, Among the 
few are Prof. Caminsk.v, and P-rof. 
Reisman, from the Psychology 
Department; Pr.of. A.dams and Fl'of. 
Thomas, from Political Science; 
and Prof. Smith, from the · Speech 
Department, who is no longer a 
member of the Baruch faculty. 
" . . .  For they have been just and 
righteous men.'' And this is a 
quality of truth and no reflection 
of their grading, beliefs. There aI'e 
.also others whom the general stu­
dent body speaks very favorabl¥ 
of, and to thesEl I say: "Maintain 
your path, for the youth of toda;y; 
will recognize you tomorrow for 
your true judgment.'' 
Now, for those who view them­
selves just and right, but knowing 
or not knowing their biased state 
of mind, all I can say is search into 
yourself, follow the path of truth, 
practice it and you shall see the 
light. For there will be no regrets, 
sorrows or fears at the culminat­
ing point of your life. 
I also give my fullest waPlllth 
and greatest love to P.R.I.D.E., 
Puerto Ricans for Involvement, 
Development and Enlightenment, 
for their guidance, their sensitivit:ll, 
and their Jove. 
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Sparking S-Ome Interest Some Of -Us See More Than 
'Marcus W elb·v' Mike Sucher 
Baruch is a multifaceted college. It houses students of business as well as those ,of liberal 
arts. It encompasses the time of some students in a classroom atmosphere, pl'eparatory, per­
haps for a specific discipline, and also the time of those who recognize everyday life as learn­
ing outside the classroom. For the student w ho views Baruch as only� place to go to·classes 
And then on to work or elsewhere, by choice or necessity, I have no quarrel with. He is satis­
fied with the way he lives! Or at best, he is locked into a behavior pattern that is·comfortable 
to him; hence, he has nothing more 
My concern with the present American Medical System, 
all of them in practice including Medicaid, which is great if 
you are completely unemployed (and remain so--you're. only 
eligible if unemployed or earning a gross wage of $75.00 
maximum per week with family to support),. has motivated me 
at long last to take some action, the action being in the form 
of the following letter sent to the New York State Senator 
and 75 other $enators, and letters to the American Med­
ical Association. I intend to start· work with people whose at­
titude is similar to mine on this issue in hope that we might 
eventually bring about what I believe is the needed change in 
Public M�dical Serv.ice. I realize that there will be great �e­
sistance to this type of plan, especially on the part of the AMA,. 
far more so than on the- part of the U.S. Government; how­
ever, it. is my contention that my time and. energy will not be 
wasted. 
than casual complaints about the 
school, and no real inclination to 
extend himself even if he had an 
idea that was meaningful to the 
context of the school community. 
He has no need .or real desire to 
expend energy for a system that 
"couldn't" give him a good return 
on his money. 
On the other hand, there are a 
few people who view college as a 
pl�ce to live and learn. Essentially, 
these are the people who make up 
the b�sic community. Since Baruch 
is a commuter college, this basic 
community is transient and ac­
ceptance in this community is· 
based on any individual's presence 
at any given time. 
A majority of people who struc-
ture their college life in the · 
streamlined fashion do so because 
of a misunderstanding of the na­
ture of community life am! accep­
tance into that sphere. 
Pragmatically, if one views a 
"model" college ·atmosphere as one 
where all participants in the ex­
perience as conscious of, not only 
their own quest of knowledge, but 
of the others' quest as wen, cul­
tivating interest . becomes an im­
portant first step in helping the 
other overcome his fear and in­
security blocking him from mem­
bership in the community of 
higher education. 
If all this is true, as I feel it 
is · the obvious first step for any 
adtive part of the student popula­
tion is to consider; "What is of 
interest to students?" 
What do students want to see at 
Baruch College? How do th.ese st1,1-
dents envision a student center? 
What, if anything, are these stu­
dents going to do to follow 
through and see that their goals 
are at least pursued, if not· ac-
complished? 
Any structure such as this can­
not be accomplished overnight. A 
careful foundation must be laid. 
There must be no real chance of 
collapse, financial or political, of 
the foundation itself. There i:;; only 
one program in this school that 
fits all these characteristics,. on 
top of being multiracial in backing. 
This is the· 212 program. 
212 is essentially the core of an 
open community. Its surface func­
tion is to provide participants and 
into the trap of elitists who do 
nothing but feed their own egos 
and divide and weaken any. poten­
tially. powerful political force for 
change .. 
This arts weekend wa:s a viaple 
first step, but for necessity of 
"Open community meetings must be held to 
get 'a consensus mandate for effective 
change. Special invitations to freshmen 
must be sent to ensure a continuous self­
perpetuating structure." 
Dear Senator Javits: 
It should be apparent to all Government Officials of the 
United States, as it is to all concerned_ citizens of this country, 
that the Medical System now in practice and the Bill which is 
now before Congress (Medical Insurance Bill) does not now. 
and will not serve the needs of the vast number of people. 
non-participant entertainment for 
a transient lounge crowd. The 
room itself, and its component toys 
(guitars, chess sets, Monopoly and 
Go, etc.), are maintained on a 
volunteer basis by a staff of stu­
dents, ideally all of which donate 
one hour per · week, and Morty 
Mintz, who gets paid for four 
days per week. 
Originally, the task assig:ned to 
these students was more than the 
upkeep of Room 212 - it was the 
perpetuation of peer teaching in 
workshops throughout the Student 
ce'nter, especially on 'the second 
floor. This. task has nearly fallen 
by the wayside at a time when the 
need for it is greatest. In 'light of 
this fact, a group of fifty people 
went to Cuddebackville, New York 
on the weekend of March 1 to ex­
perience what it means to be part 
of a peer teaching community for 
higl-1.er learning. I personally hope 
that these fifty will not walk past 
their special calling, and will be 
able to bring back to Baruch a 
part of the gift of community. 
I hope that these fifty will wel­
come into their ranks any student 
who asserted by his presence at a 
"community meeting" his interest 
in the betterment of Baruch as an 
effective community, and not fall 
survival, there must be a follow-up. 
Open community meetings mll§t 
be held to get a consensus man­
date for effective change. Special 
invitations to freshmeJ1 must be 
sent to ensure a· continuous self­
perpetuating structure. 
Tl).ese meetings could conceiv­
ably be held in Room 3-06 of the 
main· building (the Coffee House, 
O_ur Place), and if multitudinious 
crowds appear, it could easily shift 
to the Oak and. Marble Lounges 
of the Student Center. 
_ The,. -agenda for -these meetings 
should·· be as Vagile as a! mere 
listing of proposed topics for dis­
cussion. By process, a workable 
structure w·ould emerge for 'the 
group to deal with the tasks that 
would l:iecome specific by discus­
sion. Extensions and "committees" 
o{ this group could then approach 
the student governinent ;md the 
Student Activities Planning Com­
mittee as a unified, real force cap­
able of rationally demanding any 
action it deems necessary and 
pr,oper in relentless pursuit of any 
goal it deems worthwhile. 
'fnput-Output' 
It is proposed that the only truly successful means of 
handling the "medical needs" of the people of the United 
States, no matter what income bracket they a,re in, no matter 
what race they are,, no matter what religious group they be­
long to or don't belong to, is to fashion our "Medical System" 
after the highiiY successful (perhaps not financially for Doc­
tors looking for incomes in the $40,000 a year range) "English 
Medical Health System". Call it National Health or Socialized 
Medicine. The name js unimportant. The important thing is 
that this is the only plan which can serve al! the people in a 
sophisticated and humane manner. 
We the people of the United States should pay in a tax 
from our wages, subsidized by the Government, for this Na­
tional Healtli .Plan which would allow the individual the free­
dom to seek the aid of a Physician in his or her own Private 
Office; seek Hospitalization and care when necessary at a Hos­
pital of one's choice, and receive medication from a Pharmacy 
when needed, all of these services without charge beyond the 
tax we would pay. 
·
At this point in time and such great need, the Govern­
ment representing the peo,ple of the United States of America 
should have no fears of instituting .such a plan which woµJd 
not. be in any way contradictory to what-this country stands 
for: of and for the people, all the pe.9ple. 
Sincerely yours, 
Bonnie S. Levine 
Why Now and Not Before? 
Dreina Lee 
I was recently disturbed by an ·article that I read in the Staten Island Community'College 
newspaper, The News Ferry. The article concerns Dr. Najim Jabb\lr., assistant professor of 
Health and Physical Education at SICC who had been rejected for re-appointment in the school 
year beginning September 1974 by the college Health and Physical Education Department 
Personnel and Budget Committee. 
According to the article, Dr. Jabbar's credentials in physical education are the highest in 
his department. His student eval­
uations indicate that in his two 
years at SICC, he has an average 
of 86% "exceptional" and "above 
average" ratings, which is 10% 
above the college norm. Although 
his work has been rated superior, 
vious reason. 
The article further mentions 
th:::t according to article 18, sec­
tion 2 of the agreement between 
Professional · Staff Congress -
CUNY and the Board of Higher 
"It is truly sad to see the lack of recognition 
that is given to the truly excellent instructor 
by the College." 
excellent, and very good by three 
colleagues who are members of 
the present committee, all of a 
sudden, withih the first five weeks 
· of this semester his re-appoint­
ment has been refused for no ob-
Education states clearly that teach­
ing effectiveness is the major 
standard for evaluating classroom 
personnel and by this standard, Dr. 
Jabbar's reappointment should 
have been approved. 
This story is just one of many 
which are probably occuring every 
day throughout the City University 
and, believe it or not, right ]:iere 
at Baruch College. 
There are many good instructors 
that dedicate themselves to the 
task of educating us and taking 
personal interest in us as students 
not so much for the money but 
just b<!cause they enjoy teaching. 
Then again, there are some in­
structo1·s which give me the feel­
ing that teaching the evening ses­
sion is just a way to pass the time 
while supplementing their already 
large income checks from their 
day professions. It is truly sad to 
see the lack of recognition that is 
given to the truly excellent in-
(Continued on Page 11) 
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Whe·re Have AH the Flowers Go-ne? 
Joyce Greenwald 
Happiness Is . . . .
Helping Someone Green grass, trees, ivy covered buildings, and paths to stroll on. In my mind's eye, this has 
always been my concept of what I thought the physical appearance of a college should be. 
Unfortunately, this concept is going to remain just where it is as I find myself in reality, stifl­
ed by a concrete jungle. Yes, my friends, Baruch College. 
HOTLINE needs volunteers 
desperately to man the phones 
and the office between 
It is said that an environment must be conducive to its goals to attain the most out of 
it. A college is for intellectual and personal growth. It should be an atmosphere for learning. 
IO a.m.-8 p.m. Monday-Friday! 
Pick' up applications m HOTLINE 
Office Room 307 A. or in Student 
Center! 
View 
SOMEONE 
NEEDS 
YOUR 
HELP 
As for intellectual growth, Ba­
ruch College must be ranked as up 
there. Once you are sitting in a 
classroom, comfortably in your 
own seat, and you have sufficiently 
blanked out the sounds of fire en­
gines, police car sirens, honking 
horns, and other diversified noises 
of a busy city, you will probably 
be taught by ones of Baruch's de­
cent instructors (if you were lucky 
enough to find out who was _teach­
ing the courses you wanted). 
.There are many around. The big 
problem is getting to those class­
rooms. 
Baruch ·is composed of six, yes, 
six buildings. Now this sounds fine, 
but the difficulty arises in that 
most of them are blocks apart 
from each other. In our first 
corner, we have the Main building 
on 23rd St. As we swing open the 
doors and proceed to ented the lob­
by, we are greeted by herds of 
students. No, it is not the brand­
ing season; they are all waiting 
for the elevators. Finally it arrives. 
At this point, it is no longer nec­
·essary to move anywhere on your 
own accord. Just stand still, and 
The Baruchcracy 
Bill Fox 
I believe it would be efficacious to explain what I am writing and why ·r am writing it. 
An article was requested from me concerning "The State of Baruch College." It i's conceivable 
that this request should be made of me since, in my position as Day Session Chairman, I deal 
with students, faculty, administration: the institution. .· 
It would be much too easy to begin .by attacking the administration or the faculty. Then 
again, attack may be the improper terminology. I do not wish to attack, but rather evaluate the 
various sectors of this institution. 
I will begin my evaluation with 
the student sector. 
The term apathy is too easily 
tossed around in our society, and 
most especially at Baruch. I could 
easily term the normal Baruch 
student (which includes day, eve­
ning, and graduate) apathetic, but 
that would be too easy_ The Baruch 
as students must-first unite, and 
then initiate .. the training of new 
student leaders. Without a suffi­
cient numbers of student leaders, 
and without their unity, we are 
nothing more than a conglomera­
tion of bodies. 
The faculty of Baruch ·is in the 
same (if not worse) shape as 
"The Baruch student's problem is two-fold: 
there is not a large enough student leader­
ship, and the student leadership which does 
exist cannot unite . . .  "
student's problem is two-fold: there 
is not a large enough student 
leadei·ship, and the student leader­
ship which does exist cannot unite 
to define and work on answers to 
relevant issues. It is true that the 
majority of Baruch students ( on all 
three levels) work; however, time 
is not the major consideration in 
the definition of leadership. The 
problem of building leaders is in­
deed complex, and would require 
someone more skilled than I to 
technically define. In dealing with 
the student leaders which are pre­
sent, I can understand their unity 
problems. Whenever a group of 
students join together to combat 
an issue, the administration divides 
and conquers. Students do not have 
enough faith in their own powers 
to stand together and fight. We 
the students. I recently attended a 
business faculty meeting where 
only 1/3 of the appropriate mem­
bers sho�ed up. Why is that? Why 
do the same handful of faculty 
serve on all school committees? It 
is quite interesting that on mat­
ters that affect the future of the 
college, only a minority speaks. 
Why is it that when the City 
Council had its hearings on the 
moving of Baruch, only one fac­
ulty member (Prof. Brilloff) was 
present? Why does the faculty 
only look towards student support 
on issues such as tenure or theiJ· 
contract negotiations (which stu­
dents are not allowed to sit in on)? 
The f:;,.culty never worries about the 
college's future unless, of course, 
their personal future is interrelated 
(such as in cases of reappointment 
or tenure, and then they become 
concerned with the institution). 
The faculty must begin to unite 
with students on issues which af­
fect them both, issues such as Au­
gust registration for Day Session 
students, or the administration's 
um:elenting control of the college. 
Until the day arises when our fac­
ulty and students decide to unite, 
there wi!l be no effective input 
into the decision-making processes 
at this institution.-
The administration at this school 
is expert at its administrative 
game. It divides students, stifles 
the faculty through the tenure and 
reappointment process, and there­
liy has a closed decision-making 
process. The administration at a 
public institution, is one of a par­
adoxical nature. We are a public 
institution, yet we are also an edu­
cational institution, which presents 
administrative problems. The ad­
ministration of a public institution 
tends to neglect the human ele­
ment, no matter how hard it tries 
not to do so. The administration 
of an educational institution should 
deal foremost with the human ele­
ment. Unfortunately, Baruch is be­
ing administered as a public insti­
tution and not as an educational 
one. When colleges were originally 
formed, administrators were hired 
to turn lights on and off, arrange 
programs, and the like. Is .it not 
strange that instead of administra­
tors working for us, it seems we 
are working for them ? 
the surging mob will carry you 
into the elevator. And as the ele­
vator s-1-o-w-l-y whisks you to 
class, you must try to ignore that 
elbow in your ribs and try to con­
centrate on Tony's "lunatic" jokes 
and the cries of your fellow stu­
dents - "Is this what I came to 
college for?" Getting down from 
your classes is almost as much fun 
as getting up. But this time, you 
are carried down stairs, instead of 
into elevators. And remember 
NEVER try to go up the down 
staircase during class change, un-
men are spindled, folded and muti­
lated, as they ask themselves -
"Is this what I left high school 
for?" Freshmen are thrust into 
college, "quarantined" from the 
upper classmen, anxious, uncertain, 
and maybe · a bit frightened. Who 
said that the first impression was 
the most important?; i.e., about 
,30% of freshmen drop out their 
first year. 
The last major building is on 
24th Street and it is a nice build­
ing. The rest of the buildings are 
scattered on Park Avenue South. 
"A:nd remember, NEVER try to go up the 
down staircase during class change, ·unless 
of course you have a great sense of adven­
ture plus suicidal tendencies." 
less of course you have a great 
sense of adventure plus suicidal 
tendencies. We now proceed out of 
this building and into the adjoin­
ing Student Center. As we first 
walk in, we--are confronted by the 
Alley Lounge. (If I didn't know any 
better; I could be certain it's Dr. 
Welby's wating room.) We whisk 
up the marble staircase and into 
the Marble Lounge, It's very much 
like the Alley Lounge, except the 
chairs are leather and you are NOT 
ALLOWED TO MOVE THEM. I 
remember as a Freshman walking 
into this lounge and proceeding to 
walk through and out, only be­
cause the atmosphere is so warm 
and inviting, We should rename 
it Paranoia Run. Our Oak Lounge 
is really a nice room, nice for 
funerals and busi.n,ess meetings, 
not to "lounge" in: It's so dark! 
But as the saying goes, every cold 
place has it's warm points, and to 
fit the bill is room 212. It's about 
the only place in Baruch where 
there is real laughter, a relaxed 
atmosphere, and people are even al­
lowed to fall off chairs if they 
please. "If the spirit moves you, 
you can do it in 212." 
Up on the third. floor of Student 
Center, we find the clubs, two and 
three to a ,room. It does get a little 
cramped. The rest of the clubs can 
be found in 360 PAS, our next stop. 
But first, we must get out onto 
23rd Street. And as we merrily 
work our way around two-ton 
trucks, speeding cabs, splashy 
puddles, and mounds of dog waste, 
we make our approach to Park 
A venue South. 
This is Baruch's Freshman Cen­
ter, three floors in an office build­
ing. This is where incoming Fresh-
The academic departments are scat­
tered with them, here, there, who 
knows where? 
I know I have done a lot of critic­
izing on tlie physical character­
istic of ·Baruch and situations and 
,places should not be judged on 
physical appearance alone. You can 
always rationalize and say that 
Baruch must make do with what 
they have. Fin<;i. A college should" 
feel like a college, not a pre-pro­
grammed process. 
We get to the personal growth 
need. No, we don't get to this need. 
Somewhere it has been lost, for­
gotten about, or it just died. Stag­
nated. The most Baruch has done 
is to depersonalize, categorize, and 
then just spew students out. Slam, 
bang, and goodbye. I don't know 
if there is anybody to really blame 
for it. It just exists. But this does 
not take any of the hurt away. 
Most students makE) a dash for the 
door and run home just as soon as 
classes are over. They run from 
coldness and lack of wa1mth and 
feeling into more of the same. It's 
a vicious cycle. 
There are pE)ople who really care 
about students in Baruch. But you 
can't take Morty Mintz, Dean 
Greger, Ron Bruse, Jim Pe!'rone, 
and the other few like then), and 
then spread them among 15,000 , 
students and expect them to touch 
each one and make some of the 
emptiness go away. It just can't 
be done. 
It's difficult to end this article, 
because there is no end. Things 
must go some;_.,here from here, but 
who can know where or how ? 
Dream up, dream up. Let me 
fill you u11, -with the 1womi.�e of 
'.I, • • • ? 
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Survival In 11,e System:· 
Appointment Process 
For a faculty member at Baruch College (or, for that matter, 
practically anywhere) to ,get tenure or a Certificate of Continuous 
Employment, it is necessar)' that he or she go through a standardized 
process which shall be mapped out here. 
Every faculty member at the College belongs. to a certain depart­
ment - English, History, Law, Student Personnel Services, .Sociology, 
Political Science and so on. Each department belongs to one of the 
three Schools: Busines; and Public Administration, Liberal Arts and 
Science or Education. (Student Personnel Services, the only non­
academic - in the strict sense - department in the College, belongs 
to the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences.) 
At the beginning of a faculty member's fifth year of employ­
ment, he comes up for what is commonly described as "tenure", yet 
it is called that only in the case of a faculty member of professorial 
rank. Lecturers come up for a similar item known as a "Certificate 
of Continuous Employment", which amounts to the same thing _  
life-time employment · with the College barring gross violation of 
professional ethics. 
The fifth reappointment, which carries with it tenure (which 
shall be referred to as such in order to avoid unnecessary confusion) 
fi'f;s't 'goes t\l a· depattment'al Appointments Committee. 'A vdte /N 
taken among eligible members of the Department and the results of 
the vote, along with a professional synopsis of the applicants and a 
departmental Chairman's Report, goes to a committee known as the · 
School Personnel and Budget Committee. . 
The vote of the Appointmen(s Committee is irrelevant as per 
the simple forwarding of the application to P&B - however, the 
vote does (nominally)· have a bearing on the vote o.f the P&B Com-
mittee. 
· · 
SPS applications go to Liberal Arts P&B; Accounting ·applica­
tions would go to Business P&B. Whichever .School P&B a case goes 
to depends' on the School that the original_ department is in. . 
The School Personnel and Budget Committee votes on the fac­
ulty member's application and, irregardless of- the vote, goes one 
step higher to College Personnel and Budget. College P&B is a union 
of members of the School P&Bs and this body again votes on the 
application: 
Throughout this process, the applicant is not allowed to make 
a personal appearance before any of the bodies judging him. The 
bases of judgment are the applicant's record, the report of the ori­
ginal Appointments Committee, the Chairman's Report and whatever 
new documentation the applicant decides is relevant to the case. We 
are told that on occasion outside opinion, while not sought, is con­
sidered if submitted by various means - including the student press. 
From College P&B the case goes to-the President of the College, 
who either acts on it then and there or· refers it back to. a body 
known as the Academic Review Committee. This committee considers 
the case all over again and refers it back to the President with com­
ments; yea, nay or possibly to start the proce<lure all over again. 
All of thfs is referred to the Board of Higher Education; which 
has the final say. 
If the applicant claims an irregula1;ty in the procedure, he can 
order the case to go to Grievance, which is a college. process_ involving 
the Professional Staff Congress (the faculty union), the Administra­
tion and the applicant. If that fails, there is arbitration, which, in­
volves the College, the union arid the Board of Higher Education in 
ways yet to be fathomed. 
The ai;bitration pro,cess takes upwards of a year - since an un-' 
favorable result for the applicant in his fifth year will occur in early 
9ecember or thereabouts with termination of employment on August 
3!L of the nexrs,ear ('a span of about nihe months), a faculty member 
undergoing arbitration w,ill be unemployed for at least half an acad­
e)llic year - assuming that arbitration results in a successful outcome 
for the applicant. Few faculty members would-be willing to gamble 
on a successful outcome of arbitration versus· a new job somewhere 
else; it is more likely that they would seek new employ.ment rather 
than wait. 
However, even with new employment, the arbitration process goes 
on and may result in a back-pay settlement (or not, as the case may 
be). And, in any c&se, the applicant can drop the arbitration process 
at any time. 
Even past arbitration, there is legal recourse through established 
courts and/or the National Labor.Relations Board. 
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Evening Session Schedule 
Of Departmental' Counsel 
All Counselors are stationed in 
the 23rd Street Building unless 
otherwise noted. (P.A.S. = P,ark 
Avenue South) 
W. Regenbaum 
Acccuntancy 
Wed. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 1206, 315 P.A.S. 
G. Skolnick 
Acc·ountancy 
Thurs. 5-8 P.M. 
Room· 1204, 315 P.A.S. 
N. Piltzin 
Accountancy 
Tues. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 1210, 315 P.A.S. 
M. Zimering 
Accountancy 
Mon. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 1210, 31_5 P.A.S. 
Admissions 
By appointment only -
155 E. 24th St. 
V. Bird 
Art 
Tues. 5-7 P.M. 
Room 1226 
I. Reich 
Biology 
-Moil.-Thurs. 4-5:20 P.M. 
1 Room 2016, 36.0 P.A.S. 
M: Winokur 
Biology 
Mon.-Thurs. 4-6 ;E'.M. 
Room 2005, 360 P.A.S. 
CURRICULAR GUIDANCE 
LIBERAL ARTS 
M. Tribble 
Mon. ·1-8 P.M. 
W. Heyman 
Thurs. 2-8 P.M. 
Room 513 
CURRICULAR GUIDANCE 
BUSINESS 
Margolis, Hawkins, Massey t' 
Mon. 5-9 P.M. 
Slater, Feuerstein, Lambert 
Tues. 5-9 P.M. 
Rubal, Massey 
Wed. 5-9 P.M. 
Margolis 
Thurs. 5-9 P.M. 
Room 1521 
E. Potoker 
English, 
·Mon.-Thurs. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 1827, 360 P.A.S. 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
J. Sargent 
Mon. 5:30-8:30 P.M. 
H. Dundimani 
Tues. 5:30-8:30 P.M. 
B. Gevertzman 
Wed. 5:30-8:30 P.M. 
S. Pearl 
Thurs. 5:30-8:30 P.M. 
Room 2-03, 155 E. 24th St. 
Why Now? . . . : 
J. Jofen 
Ger. & Slav. Lang 
-Wed. 5-6 P.M .. 
And by Appt. 
Room 110·7 
M. Stansky 
Law 
Tues and Thurs. 5:20-6:20 P.M. 
Wed. 5-7 P.M. 
Room 2009,. 315 P.A.S. 
J. Torres 
Law 
. Mon. 5-7 P.M. 
Wed. and Thurs. 5-6 P.M. 
Room 2009, 315 P.A.S. 1 
LrBRARY 
Unspecified member of Department 
Available - 5·:30-10 P.M. 
Mon.-Fri. 
6th Flo�r Ref. Desk 
155 E. 24th St. 
N. Loomba 
Management 
Wed. 5-9 P.M. 
/ 
Two additional Hours by Appt .. 
Room 1112 
E. Kalman 
Management 
Wed.-Thurs. 5-8 P.M. 
;Room 1110 
A. Brooke 
Management 
Mon. 5-7 P.M. 
Wed. 5-9 P.M. 
Room 1114 
I. Burstiner 
Marketing 
Thurs. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 1402 
C. Berkenson 
Marketing 
Mon. 4-6 P.M. 
Room 1410 
-H. Cohen 
Marketing 
Mon. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 1410 
T. Killeran 
Marketing 
Tues. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 1410 
A. Miller 
Marketing 
Wed. 6-9 P.M. 
Room 141-0 
A. Rennert 
Marketing 
Thurs. 5-9 P.M. 
Room 1410 
M. Gartenberg 
Mon. 5-7 P.M. 
Room 2041, 315 P.A.S. 
Doctors (M.Q.s) 
On duty 9 A.M.-11 P.M. 
Mon.-Fri. 
Room 607 
structors whose students feel. 
they have truly dedicated them­
selves to teaching the Evening Ses-
(Continued from Page 9) sion student and I am hoping that 
structor by the college. I often we can count on your help to let 
wonder just how much weight stu- us know who you think has done 
dent evaluations have when it exceptionally well in this respect. 
comes to re-appointing or pro- We welcome the names of those 
rooting an instruc.J;,or. Obviously, instructors · that you feel should 
they have very little weight, judg- be recognized for their efforts. Of 
ing from a few instructors that I course, we cannot write about each 
have had in the past and by the and every one of them in one se­
complaints that I have heard from mester, but I have the feeling 
fellow -students during the se- that there will be several of you 
mesters. Why is it that the good · writing about the same instructors 
ones are alway§ the first ones so there shouldn't be too much of 
to go? a problem, and we will do the best 
I think that it is about time that we can. 
we give· recognition to those in- Our first article will be written 
structors whose students feel have . ·about Mr. William Rosen of the 
dedicated themselves to them, be Marketing Department, an instruc­
recognized. and not sit back and 
tor who has truly shown that he 
- wait until we hear that they have is 1
00% student oriented ,in more 
been denied promotion· or re-ap- ways
 than one. 
pointment before we speak out in Your suggestions will be wel
-
their defense. corned and you may send all cor-
respondence· to Mr. Ed Taveras, It is hopeful that during this The Bursar's Office, Baruch Col­
semester, Ed Taveras and myself lege, 17 Lexington I Avenue, New 
will be taking a look at those in- York 10010. 
W. !'\allin 
Music 
Mon. a'nd Wed. 5-6 P.M. 
Room 1220A 
L. Brown 
Phys. Ed. 
Mon. and Wed. 5-8 P.M. 
Room 707 
!'\. Powell 
Political Sci. 
Tues. 5-6:20 l'.M., 7:40-8:,;_o P.M. 
Thurs. 5-6:40 P.M. 
Also by Appt. 
}_loom 1921, 315 P.A.S. 
W. Reichman 
Tues.-Thurs. 8-10 P.M. 
Room 422 
V. Horvath 
Rom. Lang. 
Wed. 4-6 P.M. 
(No location given) 
I. Geiler 
Soc. and Anthro. 
Mon. and Wed. 2:30-3:30 P.M., 
4:45-5:00 P.M., 6:15-6:30 P.M., 
7:45-9:15 P.M. 
Tues. and Thurs. by appt: 
Room 1123. 
L.-Levy 
Speech 
Mon., Wed., Thu�. 5-6 P.M. 
Add.,!'. Hours by appt. 
Room 337 
STUDENT PERSONNEL 
SERVICES 
Prof. I. Greger 
Mon.-Fri. 11 A.M.-7:00 P:M. 
Room All; Student Center 
Mr. R. Bruse 
Mon.-Thurs. 5:00-10:00 P.M. 
Room 411, Student Center 
Mr. R. Matthews 
Mon.-Thurs. 6:30-10:00 P.M. 
Room 212, 257 P.A.S. 
Mr. A. Abbinanti 
Tues. & Wed. 4:00-8:00 P.M. 
Room 212, 257 P.A.S. 
Mr. V. DelVecchio 
Wed. & Thurs. 5:00-7:30 P.M. 
Room 205, 155 E. 24th St. 
Mr. S. Kohen 
Wed. & Thurs. 5:00-7:30 P.M. 
Room 205, 155 E. 24th St. 
Mr. R. Stolinsky 
Mon.-Fri. 5:00-7:00 P.M. 
Room 1721, 360 P.A.S. 
Prof. M. Ehrlich 
Tues. & Wed. 5:00-8:00 P.M. 
�oom 172i, 360 P.A.S. 
D. Valinsky 
Statistics 
Mon. and Wed. 5-6:30 P.M. 
Room 301, 360 P.A.S .. 
D. Levine 
Statistics 
Tues. and Thurs. 5-6 :30 P.M. 
Room 301, 360 P.A.S. 
..z.__, 
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Letters Inflicted Upon the Editor: 
An· Assortment ·-of Readers' Reactions 
The following is a collection of the more unusual letters Reporter re­
ceived last semester. They can all be categorized: some are from nuts, 
some ask silly questions and others have a: point but made that point oddly. 
We've left out the obscene ones and the one or two death threats from Sep­
tember (some of you folks are pretty far off the wall, you know) and 
gotten the ones we could print ·into reasonable shape. 
The hell of 'it ·is that the letters you see here -was 95% of last semester's 
mail. To our m-ind, that's sha.meful - unless, of course, the sample here is 
a reasonable pooling of the resources of the minds of Baruch College - and 
in that case, God help us. ls this an indication of t[ie state of the student? 
December 16, 1973 
My Dear Sir: 
As Almighty GOD, I greet you. ' 
I want to thank all the Editors and Publishers who sent a - response 
to Our last Letter. 
Fa,ith can be locked up in Virtue, if th�recipient allows glory to enter 
into his heart. Love can conquer fear - as in the heart of a new born babe. 
Please allow Me, your Living GOD, to help all the Editors and Pub­
lishers in the world to gajn new hope; To establish a Faith that all the 
perils of the Universe cannot move. 
I can enhance your Hope, -so a troubled heart will not grieve, but will 
grow strong in stature and as unmovable as the proverbial house built 
upon .a rock. Even hell's fire could not prevail against it. 
There may be mongrels who mock My Word, but their life now and in 
the Hereafter is short-lived. 
With your hand in Mine, We can elevate to a greater Glory than can 
ever be attained in your journey through life alone. 
As Almighty GOD, I have Dictated this Letter to you through My 
beloved Son who wrote down My Very Sacred Words. With a reluctant 
but fond farewell, I close this Holy Letter which only My Son will sign. 
As you may already know, My Holy Name is void of form. 
Gentlemen: 
Prayerfully yours, 
EUGENE CHANGEY 
1 ,,, 
December 17:�1973 
1
' 
Would you know if a picture, "Walk to Paradise Garden," by photog­
rapher Eugene Smith, as published in Gentry Magazine in the ·spring of 
1957_ can be obtained �nywhere. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
DA VE MARGOLIS 
December 12, 1973 
Hello: 
As you know, Dr. Timothy Leary is presently in prison in California, 
You are probably also aware that he is in prison not for the "crime" of 
being found in the presence of Jess than half an ounce of marijuana, but 
because the established administration wants him silenced. This is not a 
matter of opinion, but is the stated attitude of the judge who presided over 
his Orange County trial for the alleged possession of two roaches. 
As an editor, I'm sure that your intent in pl'eserving the American 
constitutio·nal tradition of freedom of speech is as great as mine. For this 
reason I urge you to print the enclosed letter in your newspaper. I don't 
think that I am exaggerating when I say that now, at this moment in 
history, we must all become vitally aware of the principles of democracy 
,as set in the Constitution of the- United States, if this nation is to_ survive. 
Dear Editor: 
Sincerely, 
JOANNA LEARY 
"Pipe smokers are viewed by women as special men; sexy and superior 
in every way," says Dr. Eleanor Criswell, Associate Professor of psychol­
ogy at Sonoma State College and founder of The Humanistic Psychology 
Institute, San Francisco. 
She recently completed a survey on the social image of pipe smokers 
published as The Criswe!J Survey #1. It was commissioned by our client, 
Venturi, Inc., a leading pipe manufacturer, after their market research 
revealed that 76.8 percent of their pipes in the higher priced range were 
bought by women. Venturi wanted to learn exactly why and sell more pipes. 
"Because 14.3 percent more women than men described pipe smokers 
as sexy, it's apparent from the first study that pipe smokers have a secret 
weapon they're not even aware of," she concluded. 
You and your readers who take more than a superficial interest in the 
mores and motivations of the contemporary homo ·sapien may find this 
unique study interesting if not compelling. 
If you have a question or two that you wish answered by Dr. Criswell, 
or are interested in her future findings, please send me a note and I'll 
forward it. 
Sincerely, 
DON BRIESE 
To the Editor: 
Are you aware that there are a number of senior citizens studying at 
Baruch College? I am one who would like to contact others - I see nothing 
in any of the papers which takes this into account. Please advise. 
· Say I'm battered, say I'm. oldy, 
Say that higher learning passed me by. 
Say I struggled long and lonely 
But add.I made it - God knows why. 
Name withheld by Editor 
How dare- you call what happened at Kent State University "murder"? 
. 'The Army was defending itself from Communist rockthrowers. The radi­
cals got what they deserved for attacking the Army and the country and 
President Richard Nixon. 
Unsigned 
All you McGovern people seem to take great delight in attacking Pres­
ident Nixon now that he's in trouble for trusting the wrong people. I refer, 
of course, to the "Declaration of Impeachment" in your last issue and the 
cartoons that went with it. 
Political satire is a great American tradition but not carried to such 
lengths. A man put up a billboard in illinois that read, "I have more faith 
in this man than any of his accusers." As Senator Aiken said, "Either 
impeach him or get off his back!" 
Unsigned 
I think a nostalgia �olumn would be a great idea. 
''Why don't you have a Golumn on the stock market like you used to? 
) . ,� � ;,- ., 
I want a sports column. Does Baruch have sports? 
,./ * * * 
:� ·How about a story on the Wankel engine'?· It is rev0lutionary. *. * * 
I think you should print Ken Wax again. The last column was good. , 
,, ,W.ho is_ Jphn �- Frank_? Is that a matle-up name? * * 
Why do you offer only 15% for ads? 
Please print this. If you don't, please return the original. I need it back. 
* 
Dear' Sir:-
Let's pretend that I'm a newspaper editor and that I judge cartoonists 
by what material they do elsewhere and/or their private lives. On this basis 
I ban Al Capp, Reamer Keller, Pete Wyma, etc., from the comic section, 
as I do not approve of dirty sex jokes or studies in abnormality. 
On this basis, as a common clod, I take umbrage at the picture I en­
·close, by one Robert Crumb. The man says, "Is Dis a System?" 
NOTE: The degraded lowness of the lewd cartoons of Mr. Crumb (rape, 
murder, childish scatology, sex deviation, women as sex objects, etc.) in 
Zap, Uneeda, Home-Grown Fun'f!,ies and other no-holds-barred under­
ground subversive smut, in.dicates that you are only degrading yourself in
publishing this picture. 
Dover Books has published Nizc Bciby by Milt Gross, and a number of 
cartoons in it have the caption "Is This a System?" These could have been 
used in place of that disreputable cartoon. It is up to you, a purportedly 
responsible paper, to not spoil that image of being respectable. 
Let's pretend once more that I'm a newspaper editor. As editor of the 
paper I object to the ad shown. I am surprised that a purportedly re­
sponsible paper would resort to advertising such a tasteless and inde­
cent compedium of sick humor. Just what is so funny about being burned 
to death or maimed in a stock car race? There was also a recent flap about 
the Volkswagen ad that led to a major law suit. Lampoon has started with­
drawing the issue concerned, in the settlement of the suit. The defa�ing 
ad exploited the Kennedy-Mary Jo Kopechne tragedy, typical Lampoon 
humor which has smeared the Catholic Church (Son 0' God Comics), por­
trayed violence to a sickening, pointless extent ( cats and mice shooting 
and stabbing each other in Ki:t and Kaboodle) as well as the sickening car­
toons by an artist named Rodrigues (humor based on amputations de­
formities, epilepsy, etc.) as well as liberal use of four-letter words and 
racist cracks. There is nothing to recommend in National Lampoon, and 
n_ow they're trying to get humor out of pictures of people with the flesh 
ripped off their· legs. Photos even. 
Most of all, I object to the intimidation tactics used in the ad. I would 
not buy a magazine that told me to buy it! Are you going the way of Ticker 
which became a student rag once? 
NATIONAL LAMPOON OBVIOUSLY PLACED THAT AD. 
Name withheld by Editor 
Wednesday, March 13, 1974 
Sell ... 
(Continued from Page 6) 
ing social disorganization bears direct relationship to psy­
chological dysfunction). It is to my way of thinking utterly 
destructive for the college and university communities to 
allow themselves to be moved along mindlessly by the com­
mevcial/industrial/military machinery of increasingly root­
less and profit-conscious "unconscious" forces, (Real ex­
changes of affection and anger can no longer be trans-
. formed into competitive, substitutive, capitalistic acting-out.) 
The college and univerity must take the stand that will 
preclude man's capacity to self-9-estruct, and take that 
stand now. Future technological growth is no longer 
tolevable. 
"You are your life and nothing more" (Sartre, NO 
EXIT). it saddens me - depresses me - to realize that· 
much of life' is wasted. It angers me to realize that this 
waste is not necessary. But it infuriates me to realize 
that the college and university accept rather than do ba:t­
tle with the wasting, the destruction of human life. As 
anyone, who might care to, can draw a kind of balance__ 
sheet and evaluate any given human life - and vote the 
worth of that life either up or down - so, too, can we 
construct a balance sheet to evaluate the worth of social 
iftstitution·s. How does the college measure up? 
The typical package , - more money, more facilities 
and more specialists, while based in nominal reality - is 
neither the_answer nor in search of the answer. Such con­
cer.ns strike me as ofttimes maldng approaches to potential 
solutions by removing the person as focus - his life and 
struggles towards actualization - by substituting imper­
sonal beside4he-point focuses that have more to do with 
facade - literally and figuratively - than with the crit­
ical needs of the universe-in-a-nutshell thaf is the college 
(with the universe-in-a-nutshell that is the individual hu­
man person). Students and faculty can engage each other 
in a spirited learning exchange in a barn if necessary; they 
cannot do so in that kind of emotional' climate that treats 
intima�y as inimical to the learning process. . . . 
Often, I suspect that we become overly interested in 
the college "plant",' and wit:h budgetary constraints, to a�oid 
confrontation with the impoverished int.er-personal rela­
tionships that obstruct and compartmentalize human learn­
ing; moreover, sadJ.y, that obstruct and compartmentaljze 
human development and make so ·difficult the on-going 
search fo11 individual identity. 
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Sidney Hook (New York University) provides a use-
ful, conceptual clue: 
"There is no work we can build on except the 71os­
sibilities ,o/ what we may become." 
Given the utter complexities of unconscious life (self­
individual and collective) and the evasiveness of psycholog­
ical law - less is known than is unknown - and given the 
reality that that which is familiar, even if stressful, is oft­
times preferable to that which must be "conquered", we 
nevertheless are not unarmed; are not without resources. 
We know -. most of us from experience - that signifi­
cant people make us significant. We know - again from 
experience - that most of us are able to share and give 
only if we get, and that stabilizing inter-relationships are 
the' stage upon which the negotiations take place and the 
:�! :t:::::xt� distinct, but with relatedness to others 1 
Many of us know, in addition, that it is the small •group 
that holds the "secrets" of self, arid is a critical human 
vehicle (as old as is man himself) that exists to release 
self. Through the inh�rent transactions within group life, 
learning and intimacy are' provided by nature/god/man. 
A:nd growth takes place through the carefully and· respect­
fully guided gr,oup exp·erience wherein pro<;esses, 'and re­
latedness- within the context of those processes, provides 
the strength - the support �nd µianageable challenge -
that reduces the impact of happenstance; isolation. and 
absurdity that is man's natural and iriescapab!e plight. 
"[ saw the best minds of my generation destroyed 
by madness, starving hysterical naked dragging 
themselves through the negro streets a_t dawn look-
ing for an angry· fix."_ (Ginsberg HOWL) L don't know that educational groupwork will eve:,:, _"do 
Why does tihe college�a:void its resp.on;rnility � perhaps, .1 .in_'.'. e!j.tra¥ging fo;r;'Ila�,
t! and artificial structu�, or that_ it 
its sacred and critical mission _ regarding existential "'."il ev�r 
attract sufficient n'.'mbers of. practitioners. 
w,_ll­
human crisis? Why does the universi_ty not stand up to mg and able to endure the pam and an
xiety that authentic, 
the destructive forces that engulf it? Aside fro!Jl purely 
p
1er
sonal engagement d_eman
ds .. Nor do I kn�w that such
economic considerations (e.g. status and salary realities), an 
approach -can survive (and be funded) m the world 
I believe the college and university reflects among the ,pro- wherein �o�� people flee
 from self and_ from 
o:hers. I 
fessorial and administrative ranks the identical human sense, however, th
at we have no other viable choice. We
problems facing the student ·constituency: not· knowing must slow down. We must slow others down. 
We must 
exactly how or where to begin to turn the tide against quieten the environment - emotionally as
 well as physi­
self-hood. "Every man beareth the whole stamp of (the) �ally - or else we shall perish. _An� what is �erhaps most 
human condition" (Montaigne). important, we must create that kmd of social _and emo-. tional l!limate wherein freedom (with context) 1s valued; 
wherein human experimentation is encouraged and re-
latedness emphasized. 
"A man may have liveil all of his life in the gray, 
and the land and the trees of him dark and somber. 
1'he events, even the important ones, may have 
tr.o·op_ed by faceless and pale. And then - the 
glory - so that' a cricket song sweetens his ears, 
the smell of the earth rises chanting to his nose, 
and dappling light'-under a tree blesses his eyes. 
Then a man pours outwards, a torrent of him., and 
yet- he is not diminished. 
And this I' believe: that the free, exploring mind 
of the individual human is the most valuable thing 
in the world. And this I would-fight for: the free­
dom of the mind t,o, take any direction it wishes � 
·undirected. And this I would fight against: any 
· id�a, religion or government which limits or de­
stroys the individual. This is wha,t I am, and what 
I am about. I can understand why a system built 
on a pattern must try to destroy· the free mind, for 
this is one thing. which can by inspection destroy 
such a system. 
In our time mass or collective producton has· en­
tered our economics;- our politics, and even our 
religion, so that some nations ha1,e substituted the 
idea collective for the idea God. 
And now the forces marshalled around the con­
cept of the group have declared a war of ex­
termination of that preciousness, the tnind of man. 
By disparagement, by starvation, by repression, 
forced direction, and the stunning h�mmer-blows 
,Qf conditioning, the free, roving mind is being 
pursued, 1·oped, blunted, drugged. It is a sad suicidal 
course ·our species seems to- have -taken." 
-John Steinbeck 
I would argue with Steinbeck's view of the group as 
the enemy of inp.ividual man were it not that I under­
stand the nature and basis of his stand. I, too, am against 
that manipulative· group life that diminishes individual 
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freedom, that denies the inherent latitude that the "un­
controlled" gr.oup represents and rewards. I wish to em­
phasize that the group that is personal is the group that 
is caring and, ultimately, unthreatened and unthreatening; 
it is the ''homebase" salvation of man. 
"There'; .something happening here, "'hat it is 
ain't exactly clear ... " - .(B11ffnlo Springfield) 
• Specifically, using rather massive groups to emphasize 
the point, such ethnic groups as "black", "Chicano", 
"Asian" (and myriad "white" sub-groups), etc., and such 
behavioral-support groups as "Women's Liberation," "Gay 
Liberation" and myriad "Freaks", groups, etc., provide 
common cause, alliance and relatedness to assist the emerg­
ing individual in his quest for self. (Perhaps, the use of 
the concept "profane, transitory movements" rather than 
"groups" _js in fact more accurate, but the poi_nt is simply 
that selfhood cannot "surface" in isolation, cannot be in 
this worlg without identification with significant others 
who share common characteristics, needs, values, drives; 
"particularness." In fact, self�hood probably springs from 
identificational processes that "touch" the individual as 
successive stages of development must be met, endured, 
assimilated and integrated into total self.) 
bur common task is to go ,on - to survive - to ·be 
better and more than we are at any given moment i� time. 
To that end, we must be ours�lves in close relationship with 
others; we have only to gain for ·that which will be lost 
must be lost. The essence of our challenge is-to insist upon 
that quantum of social change-courage to return learning 
once �gain to relationships between ·people and ideas. 
Do you recaJl many teachers and friends that "touched" 
you personally, and deliberately? Treasure those personal 
"gifts" -from those individual students and faculty mem­
bers who gave a damn about you and your searching for 
yourself. Forget the rest for they were probably not rep­
resentative of "there and then" face-to-fa,ce relatedness to 
you. I don't sense a "right" or a "wrong" here; rather, an 
-absence of shared "particularness." 
Attempt to be ever mindful that often that which you 
most dislike, and those who most offend you, mirror - un­
consciously represent - who you are, aspects of self which 
you may "meet" and "embra_ce" as you experience the total­
ity of your self. Attempt, further, to not mistake the "ter­
ror" experience . of your life ·(anxiety, failure, depression, 
isolation, panic) as inimical to that life. Material from the 
·uncon.scious (the unknown and, for most, uncharted) can 
become both quite detei·mining and seemingly desti-oy.ing. 
Most typically, however, such a phenomenon is merely you 
_communicating with you. Try tq listen to yourself. 
"Sickness will surely take the mind where minds 
can't us1ially go. 
· Com.e on the amazing journey 
and learn all you should know." 
.., 
The Who (TOMMY) 
Such ''sickness" in our time of "future shock" (Tof­
fler) is ourself in search of our souJ (Jung): The on-going 
existential imperative - to interrelate our nature (human 
(Continued on Page 14) 
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Sell ... 
(Continued from Page 13) 
condition) and psychological economy \\'ith social/technol­
ogical forces. Remember, you're not alone; life is often a 
mindless bitch, so don't tackle it alone. You must be 
connected. 
'"I'o1nmy, you., can hear 1ne, 
Can you feel me near you? 
Tomniy, can you see me, 
Can I help to cheer you?" 
The Who (TOMMY) 
. I believe, from my own life experience, tf\at your learn­mg (connection and understanding) of yourself and others 
is ju�t beginning: there is no other subject but self. 
Be careful �vith yourself and others; go well. 
-March, 1972 
Jostluhr 
Increas!ngly, in o.ur terribly schizoid Watergate societ�, 
t_he educational .establishment confuses learning with train­
ing and, in so doing, institutionalizes hostility and yery 
real repression in the stead of respect for personal develop­
ment and unmanipulated human freedom so necessary to 
the search_ for selfhood. As legitimate authority of the old 
over the young is exhausted, programming gradually erodes 
teaching, and authority rather than knowledge becomes 
truth. Moreover, sadly, administrative discretion - ever 
less responsiv'e to community needs - becomes a broad · 
license to invalidate dissent and philosophic variance. Thus, 
a no: so subtle revolt against democratic values and per­
�pect1ves ensues, resulting in tighter "marching orders" at 
preci�ely that time when our free society ·requires new 
means of going about the very human .business of im­
proving life's quality in· our institutions. And the college 
- or at least most colleges - mindlessly support that 
which is, rather than encourage the quest for that which 
must come. 
, How dare i.n_stit�tions of higher learning play with u� 
?Y imposing un'ilateral accountabilit_y, and by stressip.g the 
importance of getting things done right instead of getting 
the right things done! What does narrowing the sanc­
ti'oned limits of expression and thought have to do with 
fostering and strengthening human freedom? What does 
the restricting of decision making to the few have to do 
with the development of community, and with our in­
volvement in community? And just what does ever expand­
ing formality and role-distance between teachers and learn­
ers have to do.with cri"tical living concepts vis-a-vis social 
awareness and social responsibility? How does a student 
learn to care in an institution busy pushing corporate and· 
commercial values? 
Well, the answer appears to be that the most important 
thing for a free individual in a free society to do is that 
which he, is told. 
"Hum<Ln ,history began with an act of disobedience .:__ 
? is likely to end with an act of obedienc�." 
Erich Fromm 
Such must be our fate should we choose not to fig.ht the 
authoritarian forces marshalling to engulf us. Truth does 
not spring from illegitimate, arrogant authority; tyranny 
does. It's quite possible that Watergate may indeed be our 
final warning' of the expanding contempt for human ex-
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p·ression and constitutional protection of that precious 
expression, so clearly mirrored in the Nixon administra­
tion. 
"We must realize that today's Establishment is the 
new George Ill. Whether it will continue to adhere 
to his tactics, we d<T not know. If it does, the redress, 
hono,·ed in tradition, i.s al�o revolution." 
William 0. Douglas 
_POINTS OF REBELLION 
Certainly, the Senate Select Co;mittee hearings, the 
myriad civil .and criminal actions, the r{!markable challenge 
. to executive expansiveness arid the growing imp,eachment 
push are revolution signals. 
"We know by now that technology can be toxic as 
· well as bon-ic. We know by now that if we ·make tech­
nolo�qy the predestined force in our lives, man will 
walk to t:he measure of it.� demands. We know how 
leveling that influence can be, how easy it is t� com­
puterize man and make him a servile thing in a vast 
industrial complex. 
This means we must subject· the machine - 'tech­
nology - to control and cease despoiling the earth 
and filling people with g,o-odies merely to make money. 
The search of the young today is more specific than 
the ancient search for the Holy Grail. The search �f 
the youth today is for ways and means to make the 
machine - and thlk vast buremicracy of the corpora­
tion state and of government that runs that machine 
- the servant of man. 
That ·is the r_e'Vlo-lution that is comi�g. That revolu­
tion - now that the people hold the residual powers, 
of government---need not be a repetiti-on of 1776. It· 
could be a revolution in the nature of an explosive. 
political regene1·ation. It depends on how wise the 
Establishment is. If, with its sbO'Ckpile of arms, ,it re­
solves to suppress the -dissenters, .America will face, 
l fear, an awful ordeal." 
William 0. Douglas 
POINTS OF REBELLION 
Does the higher learning establishm�nt care? Do we de­
mand that it care by caring ourselves? freedom is impos­
sible without- knowledge, and knowledge bE;!sjde the point 
without _courage. And that courage, it w,ould apIJ,ear, em­
braces a healthy respect for· the search fpr self. For it is 
that while despotism and monarchy are well served by ac­
ceptipg authority as truth, the self is mortally wounded. 
Community becomes an empty catch-ph_rase. 
t " ,.. ' . ·t·. 
''We the people.of the United States, in order to form 
a more perfect union, establish justice, insure do­
mestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, 
promote the gen�ral welfare, and secu'l'e the blessing 
of. liberty to ourselves and t-0 our posterity, do ordain 
and establi.sh this Constitution for the United States. 
of America." 
< ·  
A reading of our Constitution and its Amendments, and 
a reading of the July 4, 1776 .Congressional Declaration -
that concludes " ... we mutually pledge to each other our 
lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor"-might simul­
taneously recall our heritage and point our: way. 
"You are your l-ife and nothing more." 
Sartre, NO EXIT 
The time is now. God Speed. 
-February, 1974 
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Baruch News-Soon Enough 
Alfred Ch,irasz 
.. A ne:,v lounge will be opened on May 17, 1974, especially designed f�r Student Center Ad­
mm1strative Personnel. Th� t�;m� of the new lounge will be "rest, relaxation, and total 
removal from student affairs. Smee no students are to have access to the luxurious new 
compl�x, o�r S_tudent Center Personnel will be able to spend their tim'e well protected from the ahenatmg influence of students. 
Starting next semester, Baruch 
will institute · new admissions 
standards and a new curriculum in 
line with the new admissions 
policy. 
80% of the new student body 
will be selected from the bottom_ 
10% of graduating highschool 
seniors. The bulk of the students 
are to be in the 70 to 95 1.Q. 
range. This policy will be in line 
with bringing higher education to 
the less intelligent masses and al­
leviating general guilt complexes 
about the lack of social respon­
sibility in our society. 
Since most of our new students 
through examining abstract pat­
terns in finger painting would be 
far more appropriate to cope with 
the problems of practically-orient­
ed talents in the new students. 
Thus, empirically-oriented philo­
ophical expertise will ready the 
stm;ients for tomorrow's· world. 
· The Computer Depar�ment has 
ordered 5000 abacuses to replace 
the complex, expensive, -and energy 
consuming computers at Baruch. 
Professor Schrecken of the Mathe­
matics Department feels that a 
return to counting beads would be 
more in line with the talents of 
"The Anthropology Department has devel­
oped a · long-range plan whereby a contin­
gent of 200 apes will shortly arrive from
Borneo to become freshmen at Baruch." 
will be unencumbered by excessive the new student population. · 
reading and math skills, a new cur- Professors Bancrusi and Nebbich 
riculum will be designed to appeal of the Accounting Department are 
to minds free of the inhibiting now working on a new system. of 
influences of formal basic training no-entry bookkeeping wqich will 
in the outdated traditional skills. greatly simplify accounting pro-
Since philosophy ,is the capstone· cedures and, consequently, accoilnt­
major in the creation of new and ing courses. They feel that the 
unconventional modes of thinking, expected new great depression will 
the new students will make a deep make no-entry accounting the 
and compreheQsiv.e: .. study of mod- . most .yiable_.sy.s.tem. 
em philosophiY using radically dif- The Marketing Department will 
f.:ren� nnd modern approaches to open a· new 'laboratory on the 14th 
solve current philosophical prob- floor. There, our new students will 
!ems. be trained in selling pickles over 
Dr. Stuhlgang of the Baruch the counter. I7ofessor Livestock 
Philosophy Department said that of the Marketing Department feels 
the new curriculum will discard that over-the-counter trading, a 
Kant, Hegel and Kierkegaard and sort of bread-and-pickles approach, 
many of the other dated philos- would be the most practical way 
ophers, · since they have 110 rele- to familiarize students with mod­
vance for our new students. ern marketing procedures. There 
Dr. Stuhlgang feels that philo- is still a debate in ,progress if the 
sophical expression and thought new students would be able to cope 
View 
�ith selling pickles· in 3 different 
price ranges, as suggested by the 
proponents of the new plan. 
The School of Education will dis­
continue all present courses but 
will instead institute new special 
courses in karate and other self­
defen·se techniques. The updated 
training will be in line with the 
needs of today's teacher. 
Faculty \\-ill be required to give 
every student an A in every course 
in order to instill confidence and 
the power of positive thinking in 
our student population. Profes­
sional competence shall thus be 
built through the medium of re­
ward principles. Students who are 
too inquisitive or too bright will 
be dismissed from the college ·since 
they are usually malcontents and 
trouble makers. It will be incum­
bent upon the college to recom- · 
mend such students to a commune 
where they can learn· the art of 
low-denominator conformity. Ser­
ious cases will be advised to un­
dergo a lobotomy, 
These new· p�licies will create 
!!TI environment of learning at 
-B,aruch in line with the new edu­
cational policies of the City-·Unj-
versity. 
R e gis t r a t i o n  ·proce dures  at  
Baruch will shortly be  updated 
and iinproved. The' admi_nistration 
feels that -at present students are 
not conditioned to face the outside 
world's - competitive business en- . 
vironment. It is felt that a change 
in Tegistratiori procedures would 
indirectly ready the students · to 
cope with the realities of long lines 
and shortages. To that end, pro­
cedures will be set up to give stu­
dents the opportunity to spend at 
least ten hours on line. This will 
_ also ready them for the gas lines 
Bob Garcia 
Who or what is Baruch College? It is truly Mr. Wingfield or Mintz or some-other pseudo­
administrator? I think not. The reason it seems this way is because that is the way this news­
paper, T-icker and the· so-called "active students" would have it seem. Th·e school consists of 
people who attend classes (usually) and hopefully learn something ·ahout the planet they live 
on aad the workings of the people they live with .. The student population is not apathetic, and 
if any of the student representatives would take the time out and stop playing their game of 
Nixonian imitating, they would 
know as much. I would say un- ticular gripes about them. It is the we cool?" game. They are actually 
hesitatingly that Student Go�ern- antithesis of representative gov- asking themselves that question. 
ment is a farce and so is admin- ernment. The same is true of the They have convinced themselves 
ist�ation. There m·e a few groups administration. If anyone were that all they do is for the benefit 
in this school who do not hold such being subjected to the iconclastic of the student population, which is 
boring activities that Archie Bun- administration, there would be an completely unaware of their bene­
ker himself would be stifled, but uprising with�ut a doubt. In this ficence. They are aware that they 
these a,1:e far and few between. If time and age, governments do not play government because of their 
students do not get involved in govern, but exist in a merely tl'adi-, own h
eroic images of themselves. 
Baruch it is because there is some- tional sense. People will govern Yes, there goes Jane Fonda and 
thing better outside Ba!'uch. There themselves; witness dl'ugs now· and here comes - is it Abbie Hoffman 
is nothing w!'ong with going to prohibition in the past. or could it be - yes, Ralph Nader. 
colleie to learn, period. You might I have been in student govern- This goes on ad infinitum and as 
be stable enough to not want to ment and although I must admit they look in the miri·or they come 
learn about dehumanizing people that Day Session is much more to realize that a year of .Halloween 
continually, living in a worid where prone to ring-around-the-rosy than is not always fun. Remember, it's 
their greatest pretense is that Evening Session representatives, I almost April Fool's Day. 
they have power. think perhaps Peyton Place could Baruch, I have one thing to thank 
HaYe vou eYer noticed that there' be placed synonymously with the you for now :_ yo\l're made me a 
are no "popula1'' people at Ba1uch? Student Center. Think of it, a new Nihilist. That's not really true, but 
Student GoYernment representa- television show in honor of Baruch I'll pretend it is, because it makes 
tives are not· the popular people, College students. 
but the people that nobody ever. One of the games these people 
people leave me alone with their 
hears about, so no one has any par-_ are familiar with is the "Aren'.t crap about student pa
rticipation. 
in the outside world. To accom­
plish this, a very intricate system 
of cancelling and re-scheduling 
courses -will be instituted, 
As far as the future is con­
cerned, Baruch is readying long­
range plans to update .the quality 
of life at the school and relieve 
present problems. 
In order to accomod-ate the stu­
dents and the business community, 
Baruch wjll move to the lower 
South Bronx where there is ample 
space in many of the abandoned 
buildings. Janitorial services will 
be provided by the addicts present­
ly residing there. In compliance 
with a Baruch Sociology Depart­
ment request, many of the present· 
residents ,-of the area shall· join 
the faculty in . order to' teach 
_ courses in life-style improvement. 
The Anthropolog'y Depai-tment 
hase developed a long-range plan 
whereby a contingent of 200 apes 
will shortly arrive from Borneo 
to ·become freshmen at Baruch. It 
is felt that in the spirit of world­
wide assistance to underdeyelopecl 
cotintries, this new study pl"Ogram 
will set a milestone for goodwill in 
international affairs. The new 
policy will enable the college to 
actively enter the field of educa­
tion for the animal kingdom and 
develop a fertile field qf -Jeadership-
. which has long been neglected. 
Professor Schlimmazel of the 
Baruch Anthropology Depa1'tment 
said · that the new educational 
policy is in line wi�h the desire 
of Western Civilization to return 
to the caves and .the more simple 
things in life, Professor Schlimma­
zel said that, while we shall edu­
cate these apes, they shall teach 
us some of the inherent goodness 
and humanism which Western man 
seems to have forgotten. Professor 
Schlimmazel became quite enthus­
ed about his project, and his clos­
ing statement was :"Nixon 
brought us Watergate when we 
really needed King Kong." 
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"/ think perhaps Peyton Place could be 
placed synonymously with the Student 
Center."· 
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